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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Out of the two most used materials (Nb3Sn and NbTi) for superconducting magnets, 

the Nb3Sn type conductor has been shown to have higher critical properties and capable 

to generate fields higher than 8 tesla. However, the superconducting properties of Nb3Sn 

are highly strain sensitive and mechanically weak. To fully utilize the high critical current 

of Nb3Sn conductor, strengthened Nb3Sn wires are required. In this research a review and 

comparison of various approaches to strengthen Nb3Sn supperconductors have been 

carried out.  The dispersion strengthening approach was selected as a major strengthening 

method. Here, a detailed study on the fabrication and characterization of alumina 

nanoparticle dispersion strengthened Nb3Sn wires is presented. Both the mechanical and 

superconducting properties were concurrently improved by using this method. 

To rationalize and select the strengthening approach, stress-strain analysis was 

carried out. The calculation of the final strength of the composite conductors considers 

(1) Thermal strain due to the cooling from high temperature to 4 K and, (2) Internal 

stress/strain due to the shape and distribution of the Nb3Sn filaments in the conductors.   

A 1D model was developed to calculate the thermal prestrain and predict the performance 

of composite wire. The results from 1D model were helpful for understanding the 

influence of thermal stress on mechanical properties. Furthermore, a 3D model was also 

developed based on the basic Micromechanics theory. The 3D model provided more 

insights on the relationship between internal stress-strain state and external loads, such as 

temperature drop and applied tensile or compressive stresses. Because Nb3Sn’s 

performances are highly strain sensitive, especially for high field applications, the study 

of stress-strain state has significant meanings for improving fabrication process and 

optimizing the design of the Nb3Sn superconductors.   

Based on the calculations and literature survey, the fabrication and strengthening 

approaches were selected and optimized.  Modified cable-in-tube (MCIT) process was 

 xiii



used as the major fabrication method, because this process has characteristics of 

simplicity and short fabrication cycle. Moreover, it is capable of dealing with high 

strength materials and varied designs. Therefore this process is suitable for developing 

new composite materials and optimizing process parameters.  

Nanoparticle strengthened Cu (DSC) was used as a precursor. The formability of 

DSC/Nb combination and DSC/Sn combination were carefully investigated. The bonding 

between Cu and Cu was also investigated in order to avoid defects related to incomplete 

bonding. Heat treatment conditions were also studied systematically. Based on all these 

preliminary investigations, alumina nanoparticle reinforced Nb3Sn wire was fabricated 

using MCIT process. Microstructure characterization, tensile tests and critical current ~ 

strain measurements were carried out to compare the newly developed Nb3Sn and the 

regular wire fabricated by exactly the same procedures.  The experimental results were 

consistent with the calculation.  The developed wire showed improvement in both the 

critical current and mechanical strength.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This research study addresses the long-standing question: “Can one strengthens the 

Nb3Sn composite conductor without jeopardizing its overall physical properties?” Now 

our investigation is completed. The answers are surprisingly exciting and complex, and 

are described in detail in this thesis. This chapter provides a brief history of 

superconductors as well as some basic concepts of superconductivity. Then it focuses on 

Nb3Sn. Finally, the objective and the scopes of this thesis are presented. 

 

 

1.1 Superconductivity related concept and superconducting magnet 

 

In 1908, H.Kamerlingh Onnes initiated the field of low-temperature physics by 

liquefying helium in his laboratory at Leiden. Three years later he found that below 4.15 

K the dc resistance of mercury dropped to zero. This zero resistance state is called 

superconductivity and the temperature where the current rises above a certain value, is 

referred to as the critical temperature (Tc). The normal resistance reappears if the current 

rises above a certain value, named the critical current (Ic). Many metals were thereafter 

discovered to have superconducting properties. These metals expel the magnetic field out 

of the material and are called type I superconductors. The superconducting state in these 

conductors cannot withstand a certain magnetic field, which is referred to as critical field 

(BBc).  The type II superconductors were discovered in the 1950’s. Those material expel 

magnetic field up to the first critical field (Bc1B ), above BBc1, the magnetic field enters the 

conductor until upper critical field (Bc2B ), when the superconducting properties are lost. 
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Among the different superconductors, alloys and compounds have been extensively 

studied, especially the so-called A15 compounds.  

As soon as Onnes discovered superconductivity, he was soon contemplating the 

construction of large electromagnets, which would be capable of generating very high 

fields and yet would consume no power. His hope in this direction was quickly lost 

because of the low critical field BBc of the material he was working on. In the late-1950s 

and early-1960s, Matthias and Kunzler discovered a new class of compounds (A15), 

which were able to carry extremely high-current densities.  These new materials make it 

possible to make a high field superconducting magnet. 

Conventional electromagnets with soft iron yokes can produce field less than 2 T due 

to the saturation of iron. Much higher fields and current densities are possible in 

conventional magnets, like the well-known Bitter solenoids, but only at the cost of very 

high power consumption and the related need for enormous quantities of cooling water. 

Electromagnets made from normal conducting materials produce static fields up to 25 T. 

Higher magnetic fields are possible for a short time in pulsed magnet systems, or by 

combining a resistive and a superconducting magnet.  

Superconducting magnets presently produce magnetic fields up to 21 T. These 

magnets are operated at low temperatures, usually at 2 or 4 K and cooled by liquid 

helium. Superconducting magnets have several advantages over conventional magnets.  

(1) They are able to produce large volumes of high field for a small consumption of 

electric power;  

(2) They are able to operate at high overall current densities, allowing a given 

number of ampere-turns, i.e. a given field, to be provided by a rather small volume of 

winding;  

(3) They are able to produce more uniform field. 

Magnetic fields up to 8 T can be generated with a NbTi superconducting wire. 

Higher magnetic fields up to 21 T are generated with Nb3Sn superconductors. A 
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disadvantage of Nb3Sn conductors is that special care must be taken to protect the brittle 

crystal.  

 

1.2 A15 family and Nb3Sn 

 

The term A15 refers to a cubic crystal type in the Strukturbericht system represented 

by the example Cr3Si. The intermetallic A3B compound is formed by a body-centered 

cubic (bcc) arrangement of B atoms with two A atoms centered in every face yielding 

orthogonal chain structures running through the crystal (Fig.1). Out of 76 known A15 

compounds, 46 are known to be superconducting. V3Si was the first A15 compound 

discovered to be superconducting. The compounds formed with niobium or vanadium 

have the best superconducting properties. Nb3Ge held the high critical temperature record 

for 20 years at 23 K and has the highest critical temperature of low-temperature 

superconductors.  

Among A15 family, Nb3Sn has been studied more extensively than others. Nb3Sn 

has Tc of about 18K and BBc2 of 25 T. In addition, it has large current-carrying capacity. Its 

critical current density can reach 3000 A/mm  at 12 T [ ]. Due to its excellent 

superconducting properties, Nb

2
1

3Sn has been widely used in many areas, such as high 

field magnet, fusion, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), high energy physics and so on. 

Nb3Sn, however, suffers from several disadvantages. Firstly, Nb3Sn is a hard brittle 

crystal. It may fail brittlely even at strains of about 0.5%. This presents handling 

problems when forming superconducting devices. As for superconducting magnets, for 

example, the decision to react the wire before or after coil winding is an issue. So far, it is 

more common to wind the coil first and then to heat treat the whole. By this way, the 

risks to handle the brittle wire incorrectly are greatly reduced. Secondly, the 

superconducting properties of Nb3Sn are highly strain-sensitive. Its critical current 

density degrades heavily by applied strain and the dependence of Ic on strain become 

stronger when magnetic field increases.  
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1.3 Strengthened Nb3Sn wire 

 

Nb3Sn is widely used to build high field magnet. During operation, high critical 

current density and high magnetic field cause huge electromagnetic force acting on 

Nb3Sn conductors. As mentioned in 1.2, the superconducting properties of Nb3Sn are 

highly depended on the external strains. Therefore huge electromagnetic force results in a 

great degradation of superconducting properties. To attenuate this negative effect, many 

methods have been tried to make Nb3Sn wire stronger, so that it can sustain the 

electromagnetic force without losing its superconducting properties significantly.  

In the material research area, many approaches have been proven to be effective for 

strengthening.  Typical examples are dispersion strengthening, solid solution hardening 

and work hardening. Conventional materials, such as steel, can be strengthened by these 

approaches with optimized composition or fabrication approaches. However, it is difficult 

to apply above approaches to Nb3Sn wire because of its special manufacturing process 

and low-temperature applications.  The mechanical properties of the Nb3Sn conductors 

are much lower than predicted ones. In fact, though many kinds of reinforced Nb3Sn 

wires have been developed for years, they were basically based on trial-and-error 

according to the concept developed from conventional strengthening mechanisms for 

structural materials. There are no systematic theories related to Nb3Sn conductors that 

could assist the metallurgists to strengthen the Nb3Sn conductors. Moreover, due to the 

complexity of internal stress/strain status in Nb3Sn filaments at the operation 

temperatures, both the optimization of the design and prediction of the properties of the 

Nb3Sn conductors require consideration of both the conventional strengthening 

mechanisms and internal stress/strain issues. 
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1.4 The scope of this thesis 

 

This thesis present interlined two portions of work. The first portion involves the 

development of new Al2O3 particle strengthened Nb3Sn wires, the measurements of their 

properties and a comparison between the strengthened and regular Nb3Sn wires. The 

second portion involves the analytical calculation of the internal stress/strain status of 

Nb3Sn filaments and utilization of such results to improve the design of new Nb3Sn wire.  

1.4.1 Objective 

Adding Al2O3 nanoparticles into CuSn matrix is a new idea. The Nb3Sn wires made 

by this method are expected to show an enhanced strength. Moreover, because part of the 

nanoparticles is trapped in Nb3Sn filaments during the reaction heat treatment, they will 

restrain the growth of Nb3Sn’s grains, and thereby enhance the Ic. The main objective of 

this thesis is to fabricate Nb3Sn wire utilizing above-mentioned method, so that both 

mechanical and superconducting properties are improved. 

The objective of calculating stress/strain state in Nb3Sn filaments is to understand 

Nb3Sn’s behavior when it experienced both internal thermal stresses and applied stresses. 

The calculation results are important for improving fabrication process and optimizing 

the design.    

1.4.2 Outline 

In Chapter 2, all aspects related to Nb3Sn fabrication are reviewed. The main 

contents include fabrication processes, heat treatment and strain effects. A detail review 

of strengthened Nb3Sn wire is presented. 

The content of Chapter3 include all experiment technologies. Important 

specifications of devices, such as capacity, resolution, etc., as well as the main 

experiment procedures are presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 starts with a short introduction of basic mechanics theories. Based on the 

theories, 1D and 3D model were developed to predict the performance of Nb3Sn wire and 

analyze the stress-strain state of Nb3Sn filaments. The results from the calculation were 

verified by comparing with experimental data or the data in the literature. 

The development of new strengthened wire is presented in Chapter 5. The fabrication 

technologies are described in detail here. The properties of new developed wire are 

compared with regular Nb3Sn wires to outline the advantage. The thesis is completed 

with a conclusive summary followed by a list of references. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

Nb3Sn type superconductors have been studied for decades.  The relevant 

technologies are well developed but new technologies are still required in order to satisfy 

the demanding requirements for high field magnets. Particularly, more research is 

undertaken to enhance the mechanical properties of the Nb3Sn type superconductors.  In 

this chapter, important aspects in manufacture, such as processes, deformation and heat 

treatment, are reviewed. In particular, strengthened Nb3Sn wires are discussed in detail. 

Besides, strain- sensitivity of Nb3Sn is also reviewed. 

 

 

2.1 General Introduction of Nb3Sn Wire 

 

Nb3Sn wires, used as high-field conductor, usually consists four components, i.e. Cu 

stabilizer, CuSn matrix, Ta/Nb diffusion barrier and Nb3Sn filaments. Among them, 

CuSn matrix, Ta/Nb diffusion barrier and Nb3Sn filaments together are termed as 

noncopper. The typical structure of Nb3Sn wire is showed in Figure 2.1. Pure Cu is 

needed in Nb3Sn wire as a parallel conducting path to shunt currents and aid in heat 

transfer to the coolant. Aluminum may be used as the stabilizer if it is added to the 

conductor following the reaction heat treatment. CuSn matrix provides reaction medium 

during the heat treatment. CuSn also provides structure strength. Tantalum or Niobium is 

added to keep the reactive material from contaminating the high-purity stabilizer 

material. CuSn components play a negligible role in stabilizing materials due to their high 

resistances. 
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Figure 2.1 Light microscopy image showing the cross section of a typical Nb3Sn wire. 

 

2.2 Fabrication of Nb3Sn Wire 

 

There are several well-established manufacture processes, (1) Rod process; (2) 

Modified jelly roll process; (3) Nb tube process; (4) Powder in Tube. 

(1) Rod process 

Rod process consists of two approaches, i.e. bronze process and internal Sn process. 

Bronze process consists of stacking niobium alloy rods in bronze tubes or drilled 

bronze billets, processing these rods to some intermediate-size wire, and restacking the 

wires.  Restacking is required twice to reduce the filaments to micron dimensions. To 

keep the bronze ductile, it must remain single phase, thus limiting the available Sn 

content.  Cu-13%Sn used to be the precursor in the past. Recently several researchers 

made efforts on making Nb3Sn wire with high Sn content bronze [2]. No matter what Sn 

content it has, bronze process needs frequent annealing to improve the workability of 

bronze.  

The Sn content limitation is expanded in the internal Sn process. The precursor 

consists of copper matrix around the filaments surrounding a Sn core. The processing can 

proceed with no anneals, so there is no filament distortion because of in-process 

annealing. In addition, the limitation of Sn in copper is no longer a factor.  However, 

there are two disadvantages in this processing. First, the big difference in strength 

between copper and Sn core makes the deformation nonuniform. Second, because the 
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dimension of Sn core is relatively large, after heat treatment, there are large voids in 

wires, which degrade the mechanical properties. 

(2) Modified jelly roll process 

The modified jelly roll (MJR) process is a unique method of producing micron-size 

filaments in a single extrusion, which limits the amount of in-process annealing required. 

The MJR method has also been successfully implemented in an internal diffusion version 

called the Sn core MJR, however, there is a higher magnetization and ac loss with the 

internal diffusion conductors associated with filament bridging.  

(3) Nb tube process 

In this process, niobium tube encloses a copper tube and Sn core. During the heat 

treatment, the thick-wall niobium tube is partially consumed in the reaction to Nb3Sn, and 

enough remains to serve as a barrier. The samples made by Nb tube process usually have 

high critical current. The disadvantage is that the effective filament size will be limited 

by the niobium tube dimensions in the wire. 

(4) Powder in tube (PIT) 

PIT: Sn-Ta powers are put into a Nb tube. The composite of Sn-Ta+Nb is then 

inserted into a Cu tube. The billet is drawn to a single core wire, then restacked and 

drawn to the final size. PIT is competitive for high Jc wire manufacture due to its 

relatively small subelement size comparing with internal Sn wire. 

In addition to these conventional fabrication processes, many new processes were 

developed recently. 

(1) Hot Extruded Rod process (HER) 

This technology was developed by Oxford inc [1]. In HER process, compacted salt is 

used as placeholders for Sn during extrusion of large strand billets, after hot extrusion, 

the salt is removed and replaced with Sn rods. The advantage of HER is that it improves 

the bonding between subelements, which is weaklink in internal Sn process. Whereas, the 

requirement of inserting Sn rods in after extrusion limits the number of subelement in the 

restack to approximately 37. 

(2) Rod in core (RIC) [3] 

RIC is a combination of PIT and rod process [62]. Instead of filling the Nb tube with 

Ta-Sn powder, both Ta-Sn powder and Nb rods are put into the tube. In this process, the 
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restack step and corresponding drawing are removed, so the fabrication process is 

simplified. 

(3) Sn-Ta matrix [4] 

In this process, conventional Cu-Sn matrix is replaced with Sn-Ta alloy, which 

contains as high as 33 at% Sn in the alloy. Whereas, in CuSn matrix, the Sn content is 

limited to 15~16 wt%, so this new process break the Sn content limitation in bronze 

process. The Nb3Sn wires, made by this process are competitive in high field application. 

(4) Cable-in-tube (CIT) [5] 

In this process, mono-core Cu-Nb and Cu-Sn wires were cabled. The cabled wires 

were then put in an appropriate tube, evacuated, sealed and wire-drawn to final size. CIT 

process has following advantages: (a) multi-Sn core benefits Sn diffusion, so that shorten 

HT time; (b) fabrication process is simplified. All hex drawing, restack and extrusion 

steps are not necessary; (c) in order to fabricate a final wire, the components of a CIT 

billet are co-deformed to the area reductions that are two orders of magnitude smaller 

than comparable scale conventional billet; (d) it costs less than other processing methods. 

This process is still in developing. The sketch of this process is shown in Figure2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 Typical procedures of Cable-in-Tube process. 
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2.3 Deformation of Nb3Sn Wire 

 

Bronze processed wire requires frequent softening anneals in the 400~500 ˚C range. 

Internal or external Sn processed wires require none of these anneals. Bronze and external 

Sn billets may be hot extruded, whereas internal Sn billets usually go through cold 

drawing. If cold hydrostatic extrusion is employed to the internal Sn billet, the extrusion 

ratio should be less than 4, or the rising temperature during the extrusion will cause Sn to 

melt and high pressure from melt Sn core would cause damage of the wire [6]. Cold 

drawing is the last deformation step. Because the inner part of the billet deforms less than 

outer part during the drawing, stress can be non-uniform. Increasing area reduction can 

alleviate this non-uniformity. Reduction area of more than 20% is suggested [7].  

The ductility of raw materials is very important. When Nb is alloyed with relatively 

small quantities of Ti, its strength increases very rapidly and strain-hardening rate is much 

higher than pure Nb.  Therefore Ti is recommended to be added into CuSn matrix instead 

of Nb filament [8][9][10]. The ductility of pure Nb and Nb7.5 wt%Ta appears superior to 

Nb containing small amount of Ti. SnTi alloy is also proved to be of potential 

problematic due to the possibility of forming SnTi brittle compound [9].  Ti is not 

sufficiently ductile to be compatible with the other components during deformation, but 

Nb47 wt%Ti has good ductility and low work-hardening rate. 

 

2.4 Heat Treatment of Nb3Sn Wire 

 

The reaction heat treatment (HT) is required at the end of wire processing to convert 

the ductile components to the desired, but brittle, superconductor. Bronze route 

conductors generally require a single-stage treatment. Internal and external Sn composites 

require multiple-stage heat treatments, including several low-temperature steps to alloy 

the Cu and the Sn before proceeding with Nb3Sn formation. The optimized HT condition 

depends on many factors, such as the structure of wire, third element additions and 

practical requirements. In general, increasing HT temperature has following effects: (1) 

help to transform Nb3Sn phase close to stoichiometric composition; (2) increase grain size 

of Nb3Sn phase; (3) enhance layer growth [11]; (4) decrease residual resistance ratio 
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(RRR); (5) increase the hysteresis losses; (6) increase BBc2 and Tc ; (7) shorten HT time. 

Therefore, for optimization of HT, all above factors should be taken into account. 

Emanuela Barzi etc. tried to shorten the HT time of internal Sn sample by removing 

low temperature step and they got Nb3Sn sample with the equivalent Ic properties to the 

multi-step HT samples. Their conclusion is to anneal sample at highest possible 

temperature and shortest possible time. Whereas, for the high Jc internal Sn wire with the 

high Nb and Sn content, the lower temperature HT stage become more influential. This is 

because dissolution of Nb filaments by Cu-Sn alloy matrix to form Cu-Sn-Nb ternary 

phase rather than Nb3Sn is a significant problem [12]. 

 

2.5 Third Element Addition 

 

To improve the high field performance of Nb3Sn conductors, the addition of one or 

more third elements to the bronze matrix and/or Nb-core is well known to be quite 

effective. One of the most successful methods resulting from these efforts was the 

combined addition of Ta to the Nb-filaments and Ti to the bronze matrix. Now, 

simultaneous additions of Ti and Ta are employed in nearly all commercially fabricated 

Nb3Sn conductors. 

 

2.6 Strain Effects and Stress/Strain State 

 

2.6.1 Ic~ uniaxial tensile strain relation 

For Nb3Sn conductors, the dependence of the critical current, Ic, on uniaxial strain is 

strong and plays a major role in the design and construction of high-field magnets.  Figure 

2.3 shows an example of the dependence of critical current Ic on strain at different 

magnetic fields. Note at each field the presence of a maximum in Ic occurring at a strain 

εm. The maximum is the point where the Nb3Sn experiences the smallest magnitude of 

intrinsic strain. As seen in Figure 2.3, εm was essentially independent of magnetic field 

over the entire field ranging from 4 to 19 T. The dependence of Ic on strain becomes 

stronger if magnetic fields increase.  
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The dependence of Ic/Icm on both field and strain can be described quite accurately by 

the strain scaling law [13] 
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2MCB  is the maximum (strain-free) value of the upper critical field. u is 1.7, a is a 

fitting parameter.  a is estimated to be 900 when ε< εm and 1250 when ε> εm, n, p and q 

are also fitting parameters and considered to be 1, 0.5 and 2, respectively.  

This thesis includes uniaxial tensile strain effects when calculation was understaken 

to compare the strengthening effects of various strengthening approaches,  

 

Figure 2.3 Critical current Ic of Nb3Sn as a function of uniaxial strain for magnetic fields 

ranging from 7 to 19 T  [13]. 
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2.6.2 Transversely compressive strain 

For axial strain, the strain dependence of Ic can be calculated by above “Scaling 

Law”. For transversely compressive stress [14][15][16][17], however, no such “Scaling 

Law” has been presented. Furthermore, because the experiment devices and conditions 

are different in different reports, it is difficult to compare the results to each other.  

Ekin [14] first discover the different effect of tensile stress and transversely 

compressive stress on superconducting properties. The intrinsic effect of transverse stress 

on the upper critical field is about ten times greater than that of axial stress. Bennie ten 

Haken, etc. [15] investigated the influence of compressive stress on the superconducting 

properties of tape type conductor. In their experiments, Ic is not as sensitive to 

transversely compressive stresses as in Ekin’s experiment. They concluded that the 

decrease of Ic due to a compressive axial strain does not differ from the decrease due to a 

compressive axial strain. A typical Ic ~transversely compressive stress curve includes a 

constant Ic stage at the beginning of loading and decreasing Ic stage with further load. 

 

2.6.3 Critical current as a function of field, temperature, strain and radiation damage 

Summers [18], expanding on work by Hampshire, et al. and Ekin, combined with 

radiation-damage studies of Nb3Sn, express the critical field as function of temperature, 

strain and damage energy. The basic form of summer’s equation is as following: 

 
22/1222/1

2 )1()1(),()((),,( bbtTBCTBJ cc −−= −−εεε    (2.2) 

 

where , and a is a constant, 
2/17.1

0 )||1()( εε aCC −= ma εεε −=

)]ln77.11(31.01)[1)((),( 22
202 tttBTB cc −−−= εε  

)(/ 0 εcTTt =  

),(/ 2 εTBBb c=  

And , . )1()( 7.1
2020 εε aBB mcc −= 3/17.1

00 )1()( εε aTT mcc −=

The value of this model is that it is capable to predict performance based on a limited 

number of input parameters. In principle, only two tests need to be performed, 

measurement of strain dependence of the critical current, and critical current at two or 

more fields. Assumptions of BBc20m and Tc0m can be made by fitting to the Jc vs. ε data. 
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After Bc20mB  and Tc0m are determined, C0 can then be adjusted to fit the field dependence of 

Jc. Critical current density as a function of all parameters (ε, B, T), taken either singly or 

in combination, can then be predicted. 

 

2.7 Stress-Strain State 

 

2.7.1 Prestrain 

 Nb3Sn wire needs heat treatment at about 973 K to form superconducting 

component. After heat treatment, Nb3Sn wires are cooled down to room temperature and 

undergo several processes, such as impregnant in epoxy. Nb3Sn wires work at the 

temperature of 4 K or lower. Due to the different contraction rate of each component in 

Nb3Sn wire, the pre-strains (residual strains) are accumulated in Nb3Sn filaments during 

the cooling process.  

Residual strains in Nb3Sn wire influence not only the curve of Ic vs ε., but also the 

mechanical response of the Nb3Sn composite wire to external loads. 

D.S.Easton [19] derived a simple model to estimate the residual strain in Nb3Sn 

composite wire. In this model, average parameters, such as thermal expansion coefficient, 

Young’s modulus, were employed. The residual strains are supposed to be accumulated 

through the whole temperature range from heat treatment temperature to 4 K operation 

temperature. Elastic-plastic behavior of each component was taken into account but the 

strain hardening rate was assumed to be zero. 3D stress/strain state was neglected, i.e. 

only axial stress and strain are considered. A similar method was thereafter used by 

Satoru Murase [20] to estimate residual strain in Al2O3 strengthened Nb3Sn wire. Kasaba 

etc. [21] employed the same model to explain the difference in residual strain between 

the common Nb3Sn wire and CuNb strengthened wire. J.W.Ekin etc, use similar method 

to estimate the prestrain in Al2O3 strengthened high Jc wire.[22] 

 

2.7.2 3D analysis 

Above-mentioned method is widely used by several authors due to its simplicity. 

However, 1D model has apparent limitations.  Recently, several authors made significant 

efforts in this area.  
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 (a) 

 

 

(b)                                                               (c) 

 

(d) (e) 

Figure 2.4 (a) model; (b), (c) and (d) are r-strain, θ-strain and z-strain after cooling.   

(e) r-strain, θ-strain and effective strain as a function of applied tensile strain. 

 

B.ten Haken [ 23 ] is the first person, who extend the understanding on internal 

stress/strain to the three dimension stress/strain component. His three-cylinder model 

gave a way to estimate three-dimensional stress/strain of several kind of 
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superconductivity. Mitchell [ 24 ] reports an one-dimension finite element model to 

estimate prestrain. Detail material data, such as temperature dependent stress-strain 

curves, annealing and manufacturing process stresses, are taken into account. This one 

dimension model shows good agreement with a range of experimental data, including 

stress-strain tensile tests, superconducting critical current-strain tests, and length changes 

through heat treatment and through a 4 K thermal cycle. Mitchell reports a three 

dimensions model in another paper [25]. Although meshing of the model is not very 

accurate (for initial simulations), it does provide the three-dimension stress/strain 

information in Nb3Sn filaments, when the wires undergo thermal residual stress and 

tensile loading. S.Murase and H.Okamoto are working on a range of different materials, 

including regular Nb3Sn wire, Ta-strengthened Nb3Sn wire, Cu-Nb strengthened Nb3Sn 

wire, Nb3Al wire and Bi-2212 strands [26][27]. Their model is geometrically more 

accurate, but the material properties used in their model are simplified. Their results 

clearly show how stress/strain state evolves when superconducting phase under the 

external load. The model and results are shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

2.8 Strengthened Nb3Sn Wire 

 

Various high strength wires, reinforced by CuNb composites [28] [29] [30] [31] 

[32] [33], dispersed particle strengthened Cu (DSC)
 
[34][35][36], Nb-Ti-Cu compound 

[37], Cu-Ni-Nb-Ti compound [38]  or  Ta [39][40], have been reported for the last 

decade. The main data of those reinforced Nb3Sn wires, as well as the time when they 

were developed, are showed in Table 2.1. The advantages and disadvantages of different 

strengthening approach are summarized in Table 2.2. 

For Ta reinforced wires (Ta/Nb3Sn wires), the Bc2 is higher than that of conventional 

Nb3Sn wires at low temperature [41]. Its strength is higher not only than that of 

conventional wires, but also that of CuNb/ Nb3Sn wires. Ta/Nb3Sn wires also show 

reasonable thermal stability, which is important for the safety of cryocooled magnet. In 

the Ta/Nb3Sn wires, Ta is either dispersively distributed to strengthen each filament, or 

put in the center of the wire. Comparing with the later, dispersed-Ta type wire showed 
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less Ic degradation against the force on the conductors. Moreover, its recovery of the 

degraded Ic was better than that of the later when the force was released to zero. [41][42]. 

Table 2.1 Strengthened Nb3Sn wires and their properties (testing temperatures were 4K if 

not indicated) 

ref material vol%* processing yield stress, MPa Jc (non-Cu) εm Year 

[2] Osprey bronze N/A bronze N/A 180/18T N/A 2001

[2] Osprey bronze N/A bronze N/A N/A N/A  

[43] 

Cu-

15%Sn0.3%Ti  N/A bronze  N/A 100,21T,1.8K  N/A 2000

 11%-Ta-14%Sn  N/A bronze 303/4 K-210/RT 130,17.8T,1.8K 0.22%  

[28] Cu-14.3Sn,CuNb 0.46/0.77/1 bronze 203(RT),202 551/12T,76/18T 0.42% 2002

[28] comparison-Cu  bronze 145(RT),110 634/12T, 125/18T 0.26%  

[29] CuNb alloy 0.3/0.3/0.4 bronze 230(RT) 497/12T,348/14T 0.45% 1997

[29] comparison-Cu 0.6/0/0.4 bronze 135(RT) 497/12T,348/14T 0.25%  

[30] CuNb/(NbTi)3Sn 0.54/0.73/1 bronze 220(RT) ~261/14T/4 K 0.40% 2001

[30] CuNb/(NbTi)3Sn 0.43/0.61/1 bronze 220(RT) N/A  N/A  

[31] CuNb,jelly roll 0.39/0.61/1 bronze 350 495/14T 0.25% 2001

[31] comparison-Cu 0.98/0/1 bronze 146 545/14T 0.18%  

[32] CuNb composite 0.54/0.73/1 bronze   191/11T(433,11T) 0.28% 2002

[33] Cu-18wt%Nb  0.22/0.18/0.6 Internal Sn 340(RT) 2280/12T N/A 2004

[33] comparison 0.4/0/0.6 Internal Sn 260(RT) 2270/12T N/A  

[33] Cu-18wt%Nb 0.25/0.25/0.5 Bronze 390(RT) 775/12T N/A 2004

[33] comparison 0.5/0/0.5 Bronze 260(RT) 760/12T N/A 2004

[34] DSC  0.3/0.3/0.4 Tube 240MPa(0.3%) 630~640,15T ~0.3% 1997

[34] N/A  0.36/0/0.64 Tube 120MPa(0.3%) 800, 15T ~0.3%  

[35] DSC 0.33/0.25/0.42 Tube 221(0.3%) 640/15T,370/17 N/A 1997

[36] DSC 0.34/0.3/0.36 Tube 260(RT) 140/18T,~680/14T N/A 1996

[37] Nb-Ti-Cu 0.56/0.16/0.28  Bronze 390(RT), brittle 640/12T/4.2   2000

[38] CuNi-NbTi 

0.246/0.265/0.47

Bronze 370(4 K) 625/12T,415/14T 0.12% 2004

[38] comparison 0.524/0/0.476 Bronze 150(4 K) 655/12T,455/14T 0.18% 2004

[39] Ta core 0.31/0.34/0.35 bronze  55/14T(80, 14T) 0.30% 2001

[39] Ta core 0.1/0.34/0.56 bronze brittle 71/14T(79, 14T) 0.30%  

[40] Ta 0.33/0.15/0.52 Bronze 330(4 K) 597/12T N/A 2005

*Cu/strengthening phase/Non-Cu 

 

DSC as strengthening material has following advantages. DSC has good workability 

to deform compatibly with other components in Nb3Sn wire. For example, DSC 

strengthened Nb3Sn wires with length of 700 m were fabricated in Japan [36]. DSC has 

both good electrical and thermal conductivity. Even though all Cu stabilizer is replaced 

by DSC, the residual resistance ratio (RRR) still reaches ~20, which is acceptable for 

some solenoid magnets [44]. For high Jc internal Sn wire, due to the high Nb and Sn 

content, εm (the strain, where Ic get maximum value) is quite low. Whereas, after 

replacing Cu stabilizer by DSC, εm is increased significantly.
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Table 2.2. The advantages and disadvantages of each strengthening approach 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

Ta (1) High elastic modulus; (2) Good 

workability; (3) High yield strength of 

strengthened wire; (4) Large elastic area of 

strengthened wire; 

(1) Consuming 15~30vol% of 

wire; (2) Relatively low JE-

peak strain; (3) Requiring Nb 

protection from contaminating 

by Sn 

Al2O3-Cu (1) Possible to replace Cu stabilizer in some 

applications; (2) Good deformability; (3) 

Potential benefit to Jc; (4) Enlarging εm; (5) 

Relatively good electrical and thermal 

conductivity;  

(1) Large volume fraction of 

Al2O3 renders difficult in 

deformation 

CuNb 

composite 

(1) high strength; (2) Good workability; (3) 

Making drawing process more reliable  

(1) Consuming volume of 

stabilizer 

Nb-Ti-Cu 

compound 

(1) good strengthening effect  (1) Brittle strengthened wire 

Cu-Ni/Nb-

Ti 

compond 

(1) Excellent strengthening effects; (2) 

Good formability; 

(1) Consuming volume of the 

wire 

 

 

DSC is capable to keep most of its strength even after high temperature heat 

treatment. The yield strengths of DSC (with 0.3wt%Al2O3) is 352 MPa after 650 ˚C/1 

hour heat treatment. It decreases to 324 MPa after 980 ˚C/1hour heat treatment. The yield 

strengths in these two cases are quite close [45], so DSC’s strength is not sensitive to 

heat treatment temperature. After 650˚C heat treatment, the yield strength of DSC (with 

1.1wt% Al2O3) at room temperature is ~544 MPa and the elongation is 18%, therefore 

1.1wt% Al2O3-DSC can be used to strengthen Nb3Sn wire. The reason why DSC keep 

most of strength after high temperature HT is that the dispersed Al2O3 particles can not 

dissolve into DSC at high temperature. These particles work as pinning center and limit 

the growth of grain.  The grain sizes of DSC after 650 ˚C/1hour heat treatment are quite 

similar to that after 980 ˚C/1hour heat treatment. In both case, the grain sizes are small. 

The fact that grain size of DSC is much smaller than Cu or CuSn may bring two potential 

benefits to the transport properties in addition to strengthening effects. First, since the 

grain boundary is high-diffusivity path for the solute atoms, i.e. solute atoms diffuse 

faster along the grain boundary than inside the grain, the fine grains in DSC may shorten 

the reaction heat treatment time, thereby the composition of Nb3Sn filaments and RRR 
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might be improved. Second, when Nb reacts with Sn, its volume increases by ~40%, so 

part of Al2O3 particles will be trapped in Nb3Sn filament. These trapped Al2O3 particles 

prevent Nb3Sn’s grain from growing, so the current carrying properties of Nb3Sn wire are 

improved. 

Varied CuNb strengthened Nb3Sn wires were reported before. The Cu-18 wt%Nb 

strengthened Nb3Sn wire [33] has the highest yield strength among the all strengthened 

wires to the best of my knowledge. Adding CuNb composite into Nb3Sn wire also 

increase εm value. The strengthening effects of CuNb composite are dependent on the Nb 

content.  

It is worth to mention that if the strengthened wires with Jc higher than 800 A/mm
2 
at 

12T are needed, the internal Sn process has to be employed. The strengthened internal Sn 

wires in [33] shows high critical current and good mechanical strength. 

 

2.9 Strengthening approaches 

 

2.9.1 Solid solution strengthening 

CuSn with Sn content less than 15.8 wt% is substitutional solid solution. Sn atoms 

interact with dislocations in copper matrix by many mechanisms, such as elastic 

interaction, modulus interaction, stacking-fault interaction and so on. Sn atoms work as 

resistance to dislocation motion. They raise the yield stress and the level of the stress-

strain curve of copper as whole. The strengthening effect of Sn can be calculated by the 

following formula [46] 

 

2/122/12

y d9.277)CW(1024.0)CW(02.12]Sn[14.84]Sn[581.1]Sn[61.28972.5 −+−++−+−=σ
2/13/12 ]Sn[T01.13]Sn)[CW(02421.0]Sn)[CW(6416.0]P[08.88 −−++              (2.3) 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic drawing of stages in passage of a dislocation between widely 

separated obstacles, based on Orowan’s mechanism of dispersion hardening.  
 

2.9.2 Dispersion particle strengthening 

Small second-phase particles distributed in a ductile matrix are a common source of 

alloy strengthening. Figure 2.5 shows the stages in passage of a dislocation between 

widely separated obstacles, based on Orowan’s mechanism of dispersion hardening. A 

critical parameter of the dispersion of particles is the interparticle spacing . A simple 

expression for  is  

f3

r)f1(4 −
=λ                                                                                                              (2.4) 

where f is the volume fraction of spherical particles of radius r. 

 The Orowan equation can be expressed as following 

b

r
ln

Gb13.0

λ
=σΔ                                                                                       (2.5) 

where G is modulus of elasticity in shear, b is burgers vector 

Another formula describing Orowan’s mechanism is 

0r

r2
ln

r

f
Gbα=τΔ                                                                                                (2.6) 

where α is a constant, r0 is  the size of dislocation core.   

Second phase particles may result in a dislocation cell structure. If the structure is 

strong, it can result in Hall-Petch type of strengthening rather than Orowan strengthening. 

 

2.9.3 Strengthening from grain boundaries 
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A general relationship between yield stress and grain size was proposed by Hall and 

greatly extended by Petch [47]. 

2/1

i0 kD−+σ=σ                                                                                                          (2.7) 

Where σ0 is yield stress, σi represents the overall resistance of the crystal lattice to 

dislocation movement, k is the locking parameter, D is grain diameter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHARACTERIZATION 

 

3.1 Microstructure Examination 

 

3.1.1 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) and Energy Dispersive X-

ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

The microstructure and chemical composition of samples were investigated using 

Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM, Electroscan, model E3). An 

ESEM differs from a regular SEM in that samples can be imaged without the requirement 

of high vacuum in the sample chamber. This allows non-conductive samples to be viewed 

without any special conductive coating or preparation.  

When focused electron beam scans across the surface of the sample, it excites out of 

the surface four kinds of signals, namely secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, 

auger electrons, and x-rays. The ESEM used in this study provides three detectors: 

• Environmental Secondary Electron Detector (ESD) 

• Backscattered Electron Detector (BSD) 

• Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector 

EDX spectra are sensitive to the operating conditions, so all composition 

examinations include the following steps: standard sample of Cu, Nb and Sn are put next 

to the measured samples. EDX spectrums were collected from both measured sample and 

standard samples under exactly same conditions, including magnification, working 

distance, spot size, atmosphere pressure etc. Because the height of standards and 

measured samples were different, the sample stage needs to be adjusted in height to 

ensure the same working distance. We have also calibrated our approaches using CuSn 
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samples with 2 wt%, 5 wt% and 9 wt% Sn content. The measured results are in good 

agreement to the real Sn contents. 

3.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

In a typical SEM, electrons are thermiomically emitted from a tungsten or lanthanum 

hexaboride (LaB6) cathode and are accelerated towards an anode. The electron beam, 

which typically has an energy ranging from a few hundred eV to 50 keV, is focused by 

one or two condenser lenses into a beam with a very fine focal spot sized 1 nm to 5 nm. 

The beam passes through pairs of scanning coils in the objective lens, which deflect the 

beam in a raster fashion over a rectangular area of the sample surface. As the primary 

electrons strike the surface they are inelastically scattered by atoms in the sample. 

Through these scattering events, the primary electron beam effectively spreads and fills a 

teardrop-shaped volume, known as the interaction volume, extending from less than 100 

nm to around 5 µm into the surface. Interactions in this region lead to the subsequent 

emission of electrons, which are then collected by a detector to produce an image. The 

varied signals produced by primary beam and their relation with penetrating depth are 

depicted in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 The relation between varied signals and penetrating depth. 
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Two kinds of signals are commonly used, namely secondary electrons and 

backscattered electron. 

The most common imaging mode monitors low energy (<50 eV) secondary 

electrons. Due to their low energy, these electrons originate within a few nanometers 

from the surface. The brightness of the signal depends on the number of secondary 

electrons reaching the detector. If the beam enters the sample perpendicular to the 

surface, then the activated region is uniform about the axis of the beam and a certain 

number of electrons "escape" from within the sample. As the angle of incidence 

increases, the "escape" distance of one side of the beam will decrease, and more 

secondary electrons will be emitted. Thus steep surfaces and edges tend to be brighter 

than flat surfaces, which results in images with a well-defined, three-dimensional 

appearance. Using this technique, resolutions less than 1 nm are possible. 

In addition to the secondary electrons, backscattered electrons can also be detected. 

Backscattered electrons may be used to detect contrast between areas with different 

chemical compositions. These can be observed especially when the average atomic 

number of the various regions is different. There are fewer backscattered electrons 

emitted from a sample than secondary electrons. The number of backscattered electrons 

leaving the sample surface upward might be significantly lower than those that follow 

trajectories toward the sides. Additionally, in contrast with the case with secondary 

electrons, the collection efficiency of backscattered electrons cannot be significantly 

improved by a positive bias.  In this work, only secondary electrons were collected. 

The SEM used in our study is JSM-6380, which has a high resolution of 3.0 nm. The 

specimen chamber can accommodate a specimen of up to 6-inches in diameter.  

3.1.3 Atomic Force Microscope  

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is an effective tool for the characterization of 

surfaces. The basic principle of AFM is simple. An atomically sharp tip is scanning over 

the surface at constant force or height. The studied surface acts a force on the tip, which 

is attached to a cantilever. Because the surface is not flat, with the tip moving, the force 

or the height of cantilever would change with the undulation of the surface. These force 
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or height signals would be finally transformed to topography information of the studied 

surface. 

AFM has three operation modes, namely contact mode, non-contact mode and 

tapping mode. In Contact Mode (or repulsive mode) the tip makes soft physical contact 

with the sample as it scans the surface to monitor changes in the cantilever deflection 

with a split photodiode detector. The tip attached to the cantilever contacts the surface 

through the adsorbed fluid layer on the sample surface. The constant force of the scanner 

tracing the tip across the sample (or the sample under the tip) causes the cantilever to 

bend with the changes in topography. In Contact Mode, the force on the tip is repulsive 

with a mean value of 10
-9

 N. 

Topographic data is generated in one of two modes: constant-height or constant-

force mode. In constant-height mode direct use of the spatial variation of the cantilever 

deflection is used to generate the topographic data set. In this case, the height of the 

scanner is fixed as it scans. It is most often used when speed is essential (recording real-

time images of changing surfaces) or where cantilever deflections are small (atomic scale 

images of atomically flat surfaces). In constant-force mode the scanner is moved up and 

down in response to the topography to keep the cantilever deflection (and therefore the 

total applied force) constant. The image is generated from the scanner's motion. Response 

time of the feedback circuit limits the speed of scanning, but the total force exerted on the 

sample by the tip is well controlled. This mode is preferred for most applications. 

The drawback of contact mode is that the tip acts a force on the surface. If the 

studied material is very soft, the tip will leave scratches on the surface and change the 

results. In our study, the studied objectives are Cu, CuSn, Nb and Nb3Sn. They are hard 

enough to sustain the pressure of tip, so we choose this mode as measurement method, 

because it saves time compared with tapping mode.  

 

3.2 Mechanical Properties Examination 

 

3.2.1 Material Testing System (MTS) 

Nb3Sn wires have been submitted to tensile tests in order to determine their Young 

Modulus and yield strength. These tensile tests have been performed on a 100 KN 
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capacity hydraulic test machine with digital control. The machine was equipped with a 

cryogenic dewar for tests in liquid nitrogen and liquid helium. A 5 KN capacity load cell 

was used to measure the force. An extensometer was clipped on samples to provide strain 

data. The gauge length of the extensometer was 1 inch. The estimated error in measured 

strain is ~ 0.02%. 

 

3.2.2 Micro-hardness 

The Instron Tukon2100 Indentation Hardness Tester is an electromechanical 

instrument for determining the hardness of materials. The tester uses either a Vickers or a 

Knoop Test Method that is programmed into the tester’s firmware. These tests are based 

on American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and ISO Test Methods and 

Practices. 

The test is performed in two parts. In the first part, a specially-ground diamond 

indenter is forced into the surface of the test material using a fixed, known load force. 

The second part of the test then measures the length of the diagonal of the resulting 

indent in the specimen surface to determine the resistance of the material to penetration. 

The diagonal length is then converted into a hardness number, either in the Vickers scale 

(HV) or Knoop scale (HK). The only difference between the Vickers test and the Knoop 

test is the shape of the diamond indenters, and the fact that the Vickers test measures two 

diagonals, while the Knoop test measures only one. 

The tester uses a closed loop control system to exert precise forces on a specimen. 

The tester operates in the force control mode during the early part of the test, then 

switches to position control for the remainder of the test. The tester uses the load cell and 

the motor encoder to provide the feedback signals. 

The Vickers indenter is a diamond ground to the shape of a square-based pyramid 

with an angle of 136° between faces. The depth of the indent it makes is about 1/7 of its 

diagonal length. The Vickers indenter penetrates about twice as far into the specimen as 

the Knoop indenter. Therefore, the Vickers test is less sensitive to surface conditions than 

the Knoop test. Because the indent is influenced less by the flatness and parallelism of the 

top and bottom specimen surfaces and their finish, it can be used on materials that are not 

suited for Knoop testing.  However, because of the greater depth of indent, the Vickers 
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test is not as suitable for testing very thin foils and other materials as is the Knoop test. 

For equal loads, the Vickers indent (because its shorter length) is more sensitive to errors 

in measuring the indent. 

The Vickers hardness number is computed from the following: 
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where: P = test force in Kgf, 

            As = surface area of indent, mm, 

            d= mean diagonal of indent, mm, 

            α = face angle of indenter = 136°0’ 

Since the units normally used are Newtons rather than grams-force or kilograms-

force, the equation for Vickers hardness number can be expressed conveniently as: 

2
0018544.0

d

P
HV =                                                                                                (3.2) 

where: P = test force in Kgf, 

            d= mean diagonal of indent, mm 

3.2.3 Nanoindentation 

3.2.3.1 Hardness and elastic modulus measurements [48] 

Indentation has been the most commonly used technique due to its ease and speed 

with which it can be carried out. Another advantage is that indentation requires small 

amount of samples for measurement compared with tensile test. This advantage becomes 

very important when the sample size is limited. Nanoindentation reserves all advantages 

of traditional indentation, but its load as small as a nanonewton and displacements of 

about 0.1 nm can be precisely measured.  
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Figure3.2 (a) A typical load-displacement curve and (b) The deformation pattern of an 

elastic-plastic sample during and after indentation 

 

The two mechanical properties measured most frequently using indentation techniques 

are the hardness, H, and the elastic modulus, E. Figure 3.2 shows a typical load– 

displacement curve and the deformation pattern of an elastic–plastic sample during and 

after indentation. In Figure 3.2, hmax represents the displacement at the peak load, Pmax. hc 

is the contact depth and is defined as the depth of the indenter in contact with the sample 
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under load. hf is the final displacement after complete unloading. S is the initial unloading 

contact stiffness.  

Nanoindentation hardness is defined as the indentation load divided by the projected 

contact area of the indentation. It is the mean pressure that a material can support under 

load. From the load–displacement curve, hardness can be obtained at the peak load as 

A

P
H max=                                                                                                               (3.3) 

where A is the projected contact area. Measurement of the projected contact area from a 

load–displacement curve requires the contact depth, hc.  

To calculate the contact depth, hc, the contact stiffness need to be determined from 

the load–displacement curve. Oliver and Pharr found that the unloading curve can be 

described by a power law: 

m

fhhBP )( −=                                                                                                        (3.4) 

where B and m are empirically determined fitting parameters. The unloading 

stiffness, S, is then established by differentiating Eq. (3.6) at the maximum depth of 

penetration, h = hmax (i.e., Eq. (3.7)) 
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For an indenter with a known geometry, the projected contact area is a function of 

the contact depth. The area function for a perfect Berkovich indenter is given by 

2
56.24 cc hA =                                                                                                         (3.6) 

Indenters used in practical nanoindentation testing are not ideally sharp. Therefore, 

tip geometry calibration or area function calibration is needed. A series of indentations is 

made on fused quartz at depths of interest. A plot of A versus hc can be curve fit 

according to the following functional form (Eq. (3.9)): 
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56.24 cccccc hChChChChA +++++= K                                      (3.7) 

where C1 through C8 are constants. The lead term describes a perfect Berkovich 

indenter, the others describe deviations from the Berkovich geometry due to blunting of 

the tip. 
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The contact depth can be estimated from the load–displacement data using Equation 

(3.8): 

S

P
hhc

max

max ζ−=                                                                                                 (3.8) 

where ζ  is a constant that depends on the indenter geometry ( ζ = 0.75 for a 

Berkovich indenter). 

Nanoindentation used in our study is implemented by nano-hardness tester (NHT) 

from CSM Instruments SA, equipped with an optical microscope for precise selection of 

the indentation zone and post-test indent identification. The NHT has a displacement 

resolution of 0.3 nm, a force resolution of 1 μN. To minimize the negative influences 

from environment, such as vibration, the test was carried out during night. 

 

3.2.3.2 Measurement of residual stress by Nanoindentation 

Carlsson and Larsson [ 49 ][ 50 ] proposed an experimental method to determine 

residual stress and strain based on the behavior of the global properties, i.e. hardness and 

the ratio between actual and nominal contact area, given by sharp indentation test. The 

experimental results show that this method works well if residual stress and strain can be 

determined independently. 

The procedure and formula of this method are showed as follow. 

Two global indentation parameters used in this method are material hardness H and 

the area ratio c
2
.  The definitions of these two parameters are  

H = P / A                                                                                                   (3.9) 

c
2
 = A / Anom                                                                                             (3.10) 

Where A is the real projected contact area and Anom is the nominal projected contact 

area, Anom = 24.56hmax
2

For plastic strain-hardening metal, it has been shown by Tabor [51] and Atkins and 

Tabor [52] that the hardness value is accurately given by the following formula 

H = Cσ(εrepr)                                                                                              (3.11) 

Where C is a constant, and σ(εrepr) is the flow stress at a representative value of the 

effective plastic strain, εrepr. For mild steel and annealed copper, C=3.0 and εrepr =0.08 for 

Vickers indenter. If residual stress/strain is present, equation (3.13) could be rewritten as  
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H = Cσ(εrepr + εres )                                                                                      (3.12) 

In equation (3.14), εres is the von Mises effective plastic strain in an equi-biaxial 

situation.  

The area ratio c
2 

is substantially more sensitive to elastic strain than the hardness. It 

can be well approximated by the formula  

c
2
 (εres, σres) = c

2
 (εres, σres=0) – 0.32 ln(1+ σres / σ(εres ))                              (3.13) 

where c
2
 (εres, σres) is the actual value of the area ratio given at indentation of a 

material with both residual stresses and residual strains present, c
2
 (εres, σres=0) is the 

corresponding value for the case of zero residual stresses and σ(εres) is the flow stress 

when the effective plastic strain equals εres.  

To calculate residual stress and strain, the uniaxial stress-strain curve of the virgin 

material must be known as well as c
2
 (εres, σres=0). 

 

3.3 Critical Current Measurement 

 

There are numerous test methods used to measure the critical superconducting 

properties of wires as a function of magnetic fields, temperature and applied strain [53]. 

Here we perform a version of a short sample, straight wire measurement.  

3.3.1 Probe Structure [54] 

An overview of the complete probe is given in Figure 3.3. The strain device is at the 

bottom of the probe. The device is operated by a worm gear assembly with a ratio of 96: 

1, which is driven by a stepper motor mounted on top of the cryostat. Vapor-cooled 

current leads with a current carrying capability of 1.5 kA are used to run the transport 

current. A He liquid level sensor is used to monitor the filling level in the cryostat. The 

overall length of the probe is 840 mm and fits into a non-jacketed bucket-cryostat, which 

is inserted into the NHMFL 20 T large-bore resistive magnet.  
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Figure 3.3 Complete view of the strain device and probe. The stepper motor is mounted 

on stilts away from the cold exhaust gases, which can cause malfunction of the motor. 

 

 

3.3.2 Strain Device 

During testing, two Cu blocks act tensile strain on sample and backing plate. The Cu 

blocks are droved by worm gear assembly. With a thread pitch of 24, one turn of the 

stepper motor translates to 0.011 mm linear displacement of the brass block. This ratio 

proved to provide sufficient resolution in the strain data.  

The essential parts of this Ic-strain measurement apparatus are depicted schematically 

in figure 3.4. A ~150 mm long conductor is soldered to a dog-bone shaped plate. Two 

copper blocks act as both pull grips and current leads are soldered leaving ~100 mm 
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conductor available for Ic (B,T,ε) measurement. An extensometer with a span of ~25 mm 

is mechanically clipped on the backing plate. Voltage taps of ~ 40 mm apart are soldered 

to the backing plate. The apparatus was inserted into a ~170 mm bore liquid helium 

dewar. A sturdy insulated structure behind the backing plate provides support against the 

Lorenz force occurs during the measurements. 

 

 
Figure 3.4 A schematic of the Ic-strain apparatus at NHMFL 
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CHAPTER4 

STRESS/STRAIN STATE IN NB3SN WIRE 

 

In this chapter a stress/strain analysis of the multi-filament Nb3Sn wire is presented. 

Following a short introduction of the basic mechanics theory, a 1D model based on the 

theory is presented. The results of the 1D model are verified by comparing with 

experimental results. After verification, the 1D model is used to predict the performance 

of the new designed wire. Finally, a three dimension (3D) model is developed. The 3D 

thermal stress/strain state of Nb3Sn filaments is calculated. Special cases for Nb3Sn wires 

under uniaxial tensile stresses or transverse compressive stresses are also discussed.  

 

4.1 Basic Mechanic Theory 

4.1.1 Stress and strain 

A detail discussion of the stress and strain can be found in many textbooks on 

continuum mechanics. The information about inclusion problem, which we will discuss 

in the next section, can be found in micromechanics [55]. This chapter only considers 

necessary information that were used and expanded in this study.  

The stress tensor, ijσ , is defined as the force per unit area on the i-face in j-direction. 

The strain tensor, , is defined by a three-dimensional displacement vector, u ije

( ijjiij uue ,,
2

1
+= )                                                                               

where 
j

i
ji

x

u
u

∂
∂

=,  
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The most common way to relate stresses to strains is with a constant tensor (linear 

relationship), which is often termed Hooke’s Law. Since stress and strain are both second 

order tensors, the most general relationship between stress and strain would involve a 

fourth order tensor. The tensor that relates strains to the stress is called the elastic 

stiffness tensor (or elastic constant tensor) and is usually written as  

klijklij eC=σ                                                                                       (4.1) 

Similarly, the strains can be related to the stresses by a fourth rank tensor S, called 

the compliance tensor. 

klijklij Se σ=                                                                                         (4.2) 

In one dimension, Hook’s law can be write as  

εσ E=                                                                                                 (4.3) 

where E is Young’s modulus. 

Since both stress tensor and strain tensor are symmetric, there exist at least three 

mutually perpendicular directions n1, n2, n3.  The matrix of [eij] and [σij] is diagonal. That 

is 
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These directions are known as the principal directions. ε1, ε2 and ε3 are called 

principle strain. σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the principle stress. 

From principle strain, two concepts can be introduced. The first one is hydrostatic 

strain, 

3

321 εεε ++
=hyde                                                                              (4.6) 
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The second one is the deviatoric strain: 

2
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2
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2 εεεεεε −+−+−=deve                                    (4.7) 

While, the hydrostatic strain describes the relative change in volume, the deviatoric 

strain is a measure for the change of shape, and is responsible for deformation.  

4.1.2 Definition of eigenstrain and eigenstress 

Eigenstrain is a generic name given by the author to such nonelastic strains resulting 

from thermal expansion, phase transformation, plastic strains, etc. Eigenstress stands for 

self-equilibrated internal stresses caused by one or several of these eigenstrains in bodies, 

which are free from any other external force and surface constraint. Eigenstrain is called 

thermal stresses when thermal expansion is the cause of the corresponding elastic fields. 

Here, eigenstrain can be written as  

Te ijij αδ=*                                                                                           (4.8) 

where ijδ  is the Kronecker delta. α  is linear thermal expansion coefficient.  

For infinitesimal deformations, the total strain  is regarded as the sum of elastic 

strain  and eigenstrain . 

ije

el

ije *

ije

*

ij

el

ijij eee +=                                                                                         (4.9) 

The elastic strain is related to stress ijσ  by Hooke’s law; 

)( *

ijijijklij eeC −=σ                                                                             (4.10) 

4.1.3 Eshelby’s inclusion problem 

4.1.3.1 Eshelby’s homogenous inclusion problem 

A homogeneous linear elastic solid with elastic constant  occupies domain D, as 

shown in Figure 4.1. An inclusion with sub-volume 

ijklC

Ω  undergoes a uniform permanent 

inelastic deformation, such as thermal expansion. This sub-volume Ω  is called an 

inclusion and the material outside is called the matrix. If we remove Ω  from its 
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surrounding matrix, it should assume a uniform eigenstrain  and will experience zero 

stress. The eigenstress is defined as . Both the inclusion and the matrix have 

the same elastic constants.  

*

ije

**

klijklij eC=σ

 

Ω 

Ω

Figure 4.1. A linear elastic solid occupies the entire domain, D. A sub-volume of 

domain D, Ω, undergoes a uniform eigenstrain, .  
*

ije

In reality, the inclusion is constrained by the matrix. Therefore, both the inclusion 

and the matrix will deform and experience an elastic stress field. We can define a fourth 

order tensor  that relates the constrained strain  inside the inclusion to its 

eigenstrain. 

ijklS c

ije

*

klijkl

c

ij eSe =                                                                            (4.11) 

ijklS  is often referred to as Eshelby’s tensor. In principle, Eshelby’s tensor is a 

function of space, i.e. .   )(xS ijkl
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Figure 4.2 Ellipsoidal inclusion with radius of a1, a2 and a3
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Eshelby’s work showed that for an ellipsoidal inclusion in a homogeneous infinite 

matrix, the Eshelby tensor  is a constant tensor. Hence the stress-strain fields inside 

the inclusion are uniform.  

ijklS

The components of Eshelby’s tensor can be calculated by following way: 
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 The remaining components may be computed by the cyclic permutation of (1,2,3). 

Any components that cannot be obtained in this way are zero. Assume that a1>a2>a3, then 

the Is may be computed from  
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where E and F denote the elliptic integrals 
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The remaining functions follow from the identities: 

π4321 =++ III  
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Outside the ellipsoid, the strains are nonuniform, but it is possible to reduce the 

results to a form that involves only three elliptic integrals. The stress state in this case can 

be expressed by following formula: 

*e)IS(Cm ⋅−⋅=σ                                                                     (4.17) 

It is important to note that with different radius, a1, a2 and a3, ellipsoidal inclusion 

can be used to represent different shapes, as shown in Figure 4.3 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.3 Different shapes of ellipsoidal, (a) Sphere (a1=a2=a3); (b) Elliptic 

cylinder (a1,a2<<a3); (c) Penny shape (a1=a2>>a3); 

 

4.1.3.2 Eshelby’s inhomogenous inclusion problem 
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In the case that ellipsoidal inclusion has different elastic properties from the matrix, 

but the entire domain sustains a uniform external stress field, as shown in Figure 4.4, the 

disturbance stress (eigenstress) in this case can be expressed as: 

01mfm1mmfm )C()CC(}CS)CC{()IS(C σ⋅⋅−⋅+⋅−⋅−⋅=σ −−                           (4.18) 
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Figure 4.4 A linear elastic solid with elastic stiffness of  has a inclusion, 

which stiffness is . The whole solid undergoes an external stress of . 
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4.1.4 Mori-Tanaka effect 

(4.16) and (4.17) can only be used when volume fraction of inclusion is low, so that 

we could ignore the interaction between inclusions. For most of cases, the volume 

fraction of inclusion is not low enough. Mori introduced the concept of average strain 

disturbance in the matrix, ije . ije  can be expressed as: 

)( *eefe c −−=                                                                                     (4.19) 

where f is volume fraction of inclusion. After taking the average strain disturbance 

into account, (4.18) will be rewritten in following form: 

 

})1{([)()1( IfSfCISCf fm ⋅+⋅−⋅⋅−⋅−=σ  
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011 )()()])(1( σ⋅⋅−⋅−−⋅− −− mfmm CCCISfC                                   (4.20) 

 

4.1.5 Thermal stress with Mori-Tanaka effect 

When matrix and inclusion have different thermal expansion coefficients, the 

thermal stress in the composite can be calculated using the following formula, which 

takes Mori-Tanaka effect into account. 

1)}()1{()({)()1( −−⋅⋅−−⋅+−⋅⋅−⋅−⋅⋅−= ISCfSCISCfISCf mfmmσ  

                                                                                         (4.21) TC mff Δ⋅−⋅⋅ )( αα

 

4.2 1D Model 

 

4.2.1 Formula for 1D model 

The Nb3Sn wire usually consists of four components: Cu stabilizer, Nb or Ta 

diffusion barrier, CuSn matrix and Nb3Sn filaments. During cooling from reaction heat 

treatment at about 700 °C to application temperature of 4 K, the mismatch in thermal 

expansion coefficients of the various components produces residual stresses on each 

component. In this 1D model, the only factor taken into account is the longitudinal stress, 

namely the tensile and compressive stresses on the different components in the 

composites. The force along the longitudinal direction should be in equilibrium. If, as in 

the case of Nb3Sn composites, the matrix undergoes a greater contraction upon cooling 

than the filaments, the matrix will be placed into a tensile stress state and the filaments 

into a compressive state. Therefore at zero applied stress, the thermal stress in the 

composite is given by equilibrium equation: 

0
33

=+++ NbNbSnNbSnNbCuSnCuSnCuCu AAAA σσσσ                                 (4.22) 

or in simplified form,  

0=∑ iiA σ                                                                                         (4.23) 
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Where  is the cross section area of an arbitrary component. Because the length of 

the components equal to each other, if one assumes that the cross section area of the 

composite is equal to one, actually equal to the volume fraction of component, i. 

Therefore,  can be replaced by the volume fraction, , thereafter. 

iA

iA

iA iV

If each component contracts freely, the strain caused by TΔ  can be expressed by 

formula (4.24). The thermal contraction amount of each component as a function of 

temperature is shown in Figure 4.6, 

L

L
e i

i

Δ
=*                                                                                               (4.24) 

In composites, all components are constrained by each other. If one assumes that the 

thermal strain of the whole composite wire is , the elastic thermal strain in each 

component  is given by: 
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Using Hooke’s law (4.3) to rewrite (4.23) and substitute (4.25) into the equation, 

(4.23) becomes: 
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iiiiiσ                                 (4.26) 

Equation (4.26) is the basic equilibrium equation when all components are in elastic 

state. From (4.26) the thermal strain of the composite wire, , at any temperature can be 

calculated. 
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                                                                                                                (4.27) 

In reality, the Cu stabilizer, CuSn matrix and Nb barrier do undergo plastic 

deformation, hence, work-hardening rate becomes an issue. In this analysis, work-
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hardening rate is set to zero, namely, all components, once yield, don’t contribute more 

stresses than their yield strength. After considering plastic deformation and using (4.10), 

(4.27) can be rewritten in more general form: 

NbNbSnNbSnNbCuSnCuSnCuCu

NbNb

pl

NbNbSnNbSnNb

pl

SnNbSnNbCuSnCuSn
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                                                                               (4.28) 

where  is the plastic thermal strain in component i. pl

ie

4.2.2 Calculation program for 1D model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Flowchart of the calculation program. 

 

If all components are in elastic state, the whole system is conservative, namely the 

analysis is path independent, and the thermal stresses at an arbitrary temperature depend 

Starting temperature, T0

Temperature decreases by 1K

Calculate el
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ce ~ Temperature  relation 
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(4.41) 
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only on the parameters at that temperature. If plastic deformation happened during 

cooling, the whole system becomes nonconservative. The thermal stresses depend not 

only on the properties at that temperature, but also on the parameter-temperature 

relations. To calculate this elasto-plastic behavior, a calculation program was made. In 

this program, the temperature step was set to 1K, and the thermal strains, both elastic and 

plastic, were calculated for each temperature. Plastic strains were added up through the 

cooling process.  The parameters, such as Young’s modulus and yield strength, with 

respect to the temperature were taken into account. The calculation flow chart is shown in 

Figure 4.5. 

It is worth to mention that although this program was designed to deal with Nb3Sn 

composite, it is also capable to deal with other composites, such as CuNb or DSC-Nb 

composites, by setting the volume fraction of other components to zero. 

The detail calculation program is shown in APPENDIX B. 

 

4.2.3 1D model verification 

This section presents the verification of the 1D model developed with regards to the 

length changes with respect to temperature, the prestrain in Nb3Sn and the tensile stress-

strain relationship in various composites.  

4.2.3.1 Verification of the length changes with respective to temperature 

Many composites show unique thermal expansion behaviors. For example, 

Lototskaya et al. (1989) [56] observed negative coefficients of thermal expansion of a 

Cu composite with Ti-Nb filaments at cryogenic temperatures in apparent contradiction 

to the data supporting that the Cu and Ti-Nb individually have positive coefficients of 

thermal expansion at the same temperatures. Nadeau and Ferrari [ 57 ] proved 

theoretically that CuNb composites with particular aspect ratios would have negative 

thermal expansion below 20 K.  
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Figure 4.6 Change in length as a function of temperature for CuNb composite below 

20K.  This indicates irregular thermal expansion. 

 

The thermal expansion curve of CuNb composite at cryogenic temperature is shown 

in Figure 4.6. The volume fraction of the composite used in this analysis, are 30 vol% 

for Nb filaments and 70 vol% for the Cu matrix. CuNb composite contracts during 

cooling until about 14 K, where it starts to expand. This result is in perfect agreement 

with Nadeau’s analysis. Other fraction values of Nb filaments were also tested. All 

results agree with the analysis. 

4.2.3.2 Verification of the prestrain of the Nb3Sn filaments  

Table 4.1 Comparison of predicted εm with Real εm

(vol%) Cu CuSn Nb3Sn/Nb Ta DSC Real εm Predicted εm Ref 

1 0 80 20 0 0 0.41 0.35 [13] 

2 64 25 8.6 2.4 0 0.32 0.35 [13] 

3 33 18 24 0 25 0.33 0.32 [35] 

4 58 18 24 0 0 0.28 0.29  
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Table 4.1 presents a comparison of the real and predicted prestrain, εm, at which the critical 

current reaches its maximum value.  It is evident that within experimental error, the 

predicted prestrain values for four different composites compares well with the real 

values.  The large error in the value of sample2 can be attributed to the fact that the 

properties of Ta was substituted for the Nb in the analysis. 

 

4.2.3.3 Verification of tensile tests data for various composites  

Predictions and real measurement data for the stress-strain behavior of varied strand 

are shown in Figure 4.7-4.10. The cross-sections of strands are also shown in those 

figures. In each of these Figures, it is obvious that the predicted curve compares 

favorably with the real values at 4 K.  For the case of room temperature (Figure 4.9), the 

predicted curve shows relatively large error after composite starts to yield. This is 

because the work hardening rate is set to zero in our analysis. It is important to note that 

the sample of Figure.4.7 is Nb strengthened wire with 31vol% Nb. The volume fractions 

of other components are 52% Cu stabilizer, 9% CuSn matrix and 8% Nb3Sn.  Figures 

4.8 and 4.9 are for the DSC wire with 361 Nb filaments at 4 K and RT, respectively.  

The composition is 12% Cu, 65% DSC and 23% Nb. Figure 4.10 is DSC strengthened 

wire with 45% Cu, 7% CuSn, 4% Nb3Sn and 16% Nb. The diameter is φ0.6 mm. The 

predicted curve is in good agreement with measured curve. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the predicted and experimental stress-strain curve for Nb-

strengthened Nb3Sn wire.  The inset is the design of the conductor considered.   

 

 

Figure 4.8 Comparison of the predicted and experimental stress-strain curve for DSC-

361Nb at 4 K 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of the predicted and experimental stress-strain curve for DSC-

361Nb at room temperature.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Comparison of the predicted and experimental stress-strain curve for DSC-

798Nb-19Sn at 4 K 
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In summary, this model predicts the length change, the strain, εm or stress-strain 

curves with reasonable accuracy and the results are comparable to the experiment data. 

Therefore, the 1D stress/strain model is capable of estimating thermal contraction, εm 

and stress-strain curve with an assumption of zero work hardening rate.  

4.2.4 Assessment of the starting temperature during cooling  

The 1D model requires eight parameters for the calculation, and this includes the 

Sn content in CuSn, start-temperature (T0), end-temperature (Tend), and the volume 

fractions of Cu, CuSn, Nb3Sn, Nb and DSC. Among these parameters, T0 is not as 

certain as others. During cooling, T0 is considered as the temperature where thermal 

stresses start to accumulate in the composites. High T0 implies that there is large 

thermal stress in the composite. In the literature, the general assumption is that T0 is 

equal to the heat treatment temperature. This assumption, however, ignores the stress-

relieve mechanisms, such as recovery, recrystalization, and creep, which occur during 

the cooling. These mechanisms are quite significant, especially at elevated 

temperatures. If these mechanisms relieve most of the stresses, T0 will certainly be 

lower than the heat treatment temperature.  

In this section, we will discuss the determination of T0 and its influence on various 

calculations. First, we assess the residual stresses in Cu stabilizer using nanoindentation 

measurements and correlate the data with T0. 

4.2.4.1 Measurement of residual stress in Cu stabilizer by Nanoindentation 

If the heat treatment temperature is equal to T0, then, upon cooling, large thermal 

stresses would accumulate in Cu stabilizer due to large difference temperature. It is 

well understood that there is a correlation between tensile strength and hardness.  

Therefore, a comparison of the hardness of a sectioned Cu stabilizer and the intact Cu 

stabilizer will provide an assessment of the residual stress/strain due to thermal 

incompatibility between the components.   

 (a) Experimental procedure 

The superconductor wire used in this experiment has the cross-section area of 

1.75×3.2 mm
2
 and the thickness of Cu stabilizer layer is about 0.1mm.  
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(a)                                           (b) 

 

Figure 4.11. AFM images of nanoindentation. (a) height mode; (b)illuminated top-view 

mode, the sharp indentation boundary  in this mode makes  the accurate projected area 

measurement possible .(c) section profile 

 

In order to retaining the internal stresses in the wires, samples were prepared with 

caution.  A 2 cm long Nb3Sn wire was used as sample, and it was named Cuwire. A 

small piece of Cu stabilizer carefully sectioned from Nb3Sn wire was used as 

comparison sample and named Custa. Both Cuwire and Custa were heat treated at 700 ºC 

for 100 h. During cooling, the Cu stabilizer in Cuwire underwent thermal stress/strain 

accumulation, while Custa is free from thermal stress. The samples were cold mounted 

right after cooled down to room temperature, and then electro-polished in a solution of 

50% orthophosphoric acid in water. Nanoindentation tests were performed on the 

polished samples. The nanoindentations were imaged with an atomic force microscope 

(AFM) operating in the contact mode. The projected area is measured using illuminated 

top-view mode, which shows a sharp indentations boundary.  A typical example is 

shown in Figure 4.11. 

(b) Results and Conclusions 
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Twelve indentations were made on Cuwire and Custa respectively. The hardness and 

c
2 

of each indentation are showed in Table 4.2 (please see 3.2.3.2 for the definition of 

c
2
).  

 

Table 4.2 Hardness and c
2 
data for Custa and Cuwire. 

Custa Cuwire

 H(MPa) c
2

(MPa) c
2

1 829 0.862 926 0.866 

2 825 0.866 840 0.833 

3 864 0.825 774 0.638 

4 827 0.841 890 0.953 

5 749 0.770 868 0.847 

6 791 0.818 776 0.779 

7 751 0.824 785 0.847 

8 804 0.806 802 0.833 

9 835 0.839 838 0.801 

10 783 0.777 777 0.823 

11 863 0.896 767 0.810 

12 778 0.827 755 0.715 

ave 808 0.829 816 0.810 

σres N/A 4.23MPa 

 

The average hardness of Custa is slightly lower than that of Cuwire. The significance of 

such a differences is verified by the analysis of variance [58].  The F ratio of Hardness 

equal to 0.18, which is much less than the significant factor, F0.05,1,22, which is 4.3. 

Therefore, the hardness of Custa is the same as that of Cuwire statistically. The values of c
2
 

are analyzed in a same manner. The F ratio of c
2
 equal to 0.48, much less than the 

significant factor, F0.05,1,22.  Therefore, the values of c
2 

in Custa have no significant 

difference from that in Cuwire. Carlsson’s theory [49][50] and many previous works had 

two important observations about the relation between hardness measurement and 
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stress/strain. (1) Residual plastic strain influences the hardness substantially; the more 

residual plastic strain, the higher hardness. (2) c
2 

depends on both the residual stresses 

and the residual plastic strains. If comparing our indentation results and previous 

observations, our hardness data indicate that when temperature decreases from heat 

treatment temperature to room temperature, no residual plastic strain was observed in the 

Cu stabilizer. The residual stress in Cu stabilizer is also insignificant. This result implies 

that T0 is lower than the heat treatment temperature. 

4.2.4.2 Influence of T0 on the stress-strain curve 

The experimental results reported in section 4.2.5.1 indicate that T0 is lower than the 

reaction heat treatment temperature due to stress-relieve mechanisms. Although, the 

residual stress data provided by the nanoindentation method was a good first order 

approximation, it was not good enough to determine an accurate T0. Therefore, T0 was 

assessed via a method, which considers T0 as a variable in the calculation for predicting 

stress-strain curves.  

Figure 4.12 shows the effect of T0 on stress-strain curve of Cu-Nb3Sn composite 

(composition: 40%Cu-5%Nb-20%Nb3Sn-35%CuSn). When T0 increases from 300 K to 

700 K, stress-strain curve shifts downward. Above 700 K, the stress strain curve remains 

fairly constant. The results in Figure 4.12 can be interpreted in the following manner: 

during cooling, with temperature decreasing, the tensile thermal strain accumulates in Cu 

and CuSn components. This tensile thermal strain consumes elastic deformation portions 

of Cu and CuSn, and degrades their resistance to externally applied stress. Higher T0 

results in higher thermal stress, so the strength of the composite decreases with increasing 

T0. When T0 increases to a critical point, where Cu and CuSn yield due to the thermal 

strain in the components, the Cu and CuSn will not contribute to the strength of the 

composites. This critical point is referred to as the saturation point. As T0 increases 

beyond the saturation point, Cu and CuSn remain in plastic state and will not influence 

the strength, so the stress-strain curves of the composites will not change with 

temperature. 

Based on this analysis, the assumption in the literature that T0 equals to the reaction 

heat treatment temperature causes no significant error in predicting the stress strain curve, 
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provided that Cu and CuSn in Nb3Sn composite are fully yielded. This is probably true 

for regular Nb3Sn composite. For reinforced Nb3Sn wire, however, the strengthening 

phase is probably in elastic state after cooling, therefore, the predicted strength of 

composite is highly dependent on T0. In this case, one needs a precise value of T0.  
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Figure 4.12 Influence of T0 on stress strain curve of Cu-Nb3Sn composite (composition: 

40%Cu-5%Nb-20%Nb3Sn-35%CuSn). When T0 increases, the stress strain curves move 

downward, except for the beginning parts of the curves, the reason for this is given in 

4.1.2.4. 

 

4.2.5 Application of Model to conductor design  

4.2.5.1 Influence of volume fraction on yield strength of composites 

Composites have many advantages over regular materials.  However, if temperature 

difference (ΔT) between fabrication and application temperatures were large, residual 

thermal stresses accumulate in different components, resulting in significant impact on 

the performance of the composites. This effect is pronounced for Nb3Sn type conductor, 

which has a high heat treatment temperature of ~ 1000K and low application temperature 

of 4 K. In addition to ΔT, the volume fraction of the composites also influences the 

residual thermal stress. Since our model is able to estimate the relationship between 
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thermal stress/strain and volume fraction, it can be used to evaluate the influence of 

composition on performance.  

Figure 4.13 presents the yield strength of four composites as a function of 

composition. It is important to note that Nb3Sn-Cu consists of only Nb3Sn and Cu.  
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Figure 4.13 The relationship between 0.2%yield strength and compositions for four 

different composites 

 

In Figure 4.13 the yield strength of pure Nb, pure Cu and DSC at 4 K are 900MPa, 

70MPa and 700MPa, respectively. The curve for Nb-Cu composite in Figure 4.13 shows 

that the yield strength of pure Nb is 900 MPa.  This value drops with increasing Cu 

content to 45 MPa for CuNb composite of 20vol%Nb composition.  Further increase in 

Cu content results in gradual increase in Yield strength to ~70 MPa for pure Cu 

(0vol%Nb). A similar trend was observed in Nb-DSC and the Nb3Sn-Cu composite. Data 

for Nb3Sn-DSC is rather inconclusive at low Cu content (below 40%) due to the brittle 

nature of the composite.   
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Figure 4.13 reveals an important fact about the composites used in this study:  the 

residual stress, resulting from different thermal expansion coefficients, resulted in a 

significant drop in strength. This fact can be used to explain the poor mechanical 

properties of typical Nb3Sn wires, and it is also responsible for the difficulty in 

strengthening Nb3Sn wire. For instance, one has to select an appropriate strengthening 

component. If the strengthening component has different thermal expansion coefficient, 

thermal strains degrade strengthening effect significantly. In an extreme case, when 

strengthening components yield completely after cooling, no strengthening effect is 

present. 

This analysis leads to two important conclusions regarding the design of composite 

used at cryogenic temperature: First, the best method to strengthen Nb3Sn wire is to 

utilize a high strength component, which has similar thermal expansion coefficient as 

Nb3Sn. The candidate metals include Nb and Ta, where Nb has almost the same thermal 

expansion coefficient as Nb3Sn. Second, if strengthening component shows different 

thermal expansion coefficient, its strengthening effect is highly dependent on how much 

strength of the strengthening component is consumed by thermal strain.  

4.2.5.2 Thermal stress relaxation in the composites 

Thermal stress relaxation is a new concept introduced by this program. Because this 

phenomenon results in the reduction of thermal stress in the components of Cu and CuSn, 

it influences the response of the composite to external load. Therefore, this concept is 

important to the design of strengthened Nb3Sn wires. 

Equation (4.27) indicates that the thermal strain in a composite depends not only on 

thermal expansion coefficient, but also on the Young’s modulus. For components Cu, 

CuSn and Nb, the Young’s modulus increases with decreasing temperature. However, 

that of the Nb3Sn exhibits an irregular behavior as shown in Figure A.2. The Young’s 

modulus of Nb3Sn decreases dramatically from ~150 GPa at room temperature to ~70 

GPa at 4 K. According to Equation (4.27), this dramatic drop in Young’s modulus will 

definitely influence the calculated results. 

To explain this new concept clearly, consider a composite, which comprises of two 

components: component1 and component2. Assume that component1 contracts faster 
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than component2 with decreasing temperature. Therefore during cooling, component1 

sustains tensile stress while component2 sustains compressive stress. Using Hooke’s law 

(4.3) and (4.25), the equilibrium equation (4.26) can be written in the form: 
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Now, assume that E1 has a significant drop in a certain temperature range when E2 
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Because )( 2

L

L

L

Lc Δ
−

Δ
 decreases and E2 remains constant, the thermal stress in 

component2 will decrease. Due to the equilibrium equation, the thermal stress in 

component1 also decreases. Therefore, our conclusion here is that if the modulus of one 

component in the composite drops, while other components have constant moduli, the 

general thermal stress in this composite decrease. This phenomenon is referred to as 

thermal stress relaxation 

Because the Young’s modulus of Nb3Sn drops dramatically at ~100 K, the thermal 

stress in the composite wire should be relaxed in some degree due to the thermal stress 

relaxation mechanism described above. The modeling data from our work on the elastic 

thermal strain in each component as a function of temperature is present in Figure 4.14. 

The curves for Cu and CuSn can be classified into three stages (see Figure 4.14). The first 

stage is associated with the elastic thermal strain, for which the thermal strain increases 

linearly with temperature. With increasing ΔT, the Cu and CuSn yield, and the 

components enter the second stage. At this stage, the thermal strains consist of elastic and 

plastic portions. Below ~100 K, the Cu and CuSn enter the third stage, which 

corresponds to the thermal stress relaxation stage.  The thermal stresses in both 
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components decrease significantly. Because Cu and CuSn yielded at the second stage, the 

Cu and CuSn revert to elastic state due to thermal stress relaxation.  

For the composite wire strengthened by DSC, because the thermal stresses were 

increased due to the addition of DSC, during thermal stress relaxation, more thermal 

stresses were relieved. In other words, Cu and CuSn get rid of more thermal stresses. This 

is one of the sources for the strengthening effect of DSC. 

 

  

III 
II

I 

Figure 4.14 Elastic thermal strain of each component with respect to Temperature in a 

Nb3Sn wire. The calculation uses a typical composition of a superconductor composite:  

40%Cu-35%CuSn-20%Nb3Sn-5%Nb. Starting temperature, T0: 970 K. 

 

4.2.5.3 Influence of DSC on prestrain  

The DSC has higher yield strength than Cu and CuSn, but it has a similar thermal 

expansion rate as Cu. According to the analysis in section 4.2.6.2, the direct effect of the 
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replacement of Cu with DSC is that the thermal stress is increased.  In other words, when 

composite wire was cooled down to 4 K, DSC sustained higher tensile thermal stress than 

Cu and CuSn, while Nb3Sn experienced more compressive thermal stress. The thermal 

strain in Nb3Sn is called prestrain, so adding DSC into Cu results in a significant increase 

of prestrain. 

Table.4.3 presents a comparison of the prestrains for two sets of samples. The 

volume fractions of each component for these samples are also listed. 

 

Table.4.3 Predicted prestrains for two sets of samples  

sample No. Cu 

(vol%) 

CuSn 

(vol%) 

DSC 

(vol%) 

Nb 

(vol%) 

Nb3Sn 

(vol%) 

Prestrain 

% 

S1-regular 40 35 0 5 20 0.39 

S1-strengthened 40 17 18 5 20 0.59 

S2-regular 40 28 0 5 27 0.27 

S2-strengthened 40 14 14 5 27 0.44 

 

When DSC replaces 18% CuSn matrix in S1-regular, the prestrain increases from 

0.39% to 0.59%. For S2-regular, when DSC replace 14% CuSn, the prestrain increases 

from 0.27% to 0.44%. 

Comparing S1-regular and S2-regular, the volume fraction of Nb3Sn in S2-regular is 

higher. The pre-strain of S2-regular is 0.27%, lower than that of S1-regular, which is 

0.39%. This result is consistent with literature data in [22], i.e. higher Nb3Sn fraction 

results in a lower value of prestrain. 

Enhancing prestrain has practical meaning especially for high Nb content Nb3Sn 

wires, which have low value of prestrain. By adding DSC, pre-strain is restored to high 

level, so the strain window is widened for practical applications.  

4.2.5.4 Strengthening effect of DSC 
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Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the comparison of the stress-strain curves for 

strengthened sample and regular sample. In Figure 4.15, the compositions are 40%Cu-

35%CuSn-20%Nb3Sn-5%Nb for the regular wire and 40%Cu-17%CuSn-20%Nb3Sn-

5%Nb-18%DSC for strengthened wire. In Figure 4.16, the compositions are 40%Cu-

28%CuSn-27%Nb3Sn-5%Nb and 40%Cu-14%CuSn-20%Nb3Sn-5%Nb-14%DSC for 

the regular and strengthened wires, respectively. In both cases, adding DSC into the 

composites improves tensile stress-strain performances.  The yield strength of the sample 

in Figure 4.15 increased by ~ 20 MPa, while the yield strength of the sample in Figure 

4.16 increased by ~ 50 MPa.  
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of stress-strain curve for reinforced and regular Nb3Sn wire. 

The composition of regular wire is 40%Cu-35%CuSn-20%Nb3Sn-5%Nb. The reinforced 

wire 40%Cu-17%CuSn-18%DSC-20%Nb3Sn-5%Nb. 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of stress-strain curve for reinforced and regular Nb3Sn wire. 

The composition of regular wire is 40%Cu-28%CuSn-27%Nb3Sn-5%Nb. The reinforced 

wire is 40%Cu-14%CuSn-14%DSC-27%Nb3Sn-5%Nb. 

 

4.3 3D Model 

 

The 1D model in section 4.2 can be used to predict the performances of the wires. 

This model, however, is incapable of providing the detailed information regarding 

internal stress/strain state, which is important for improving fabrication process and 

optimizing the design of the wires. Therefore, in this section, Micromechanics theory was 

introduced to assess the stress/strain state inside the Nb3Sn filaments. The models of 

CuSn matrix with round or oval shape Nb3Sn filaments under both thermal and applied 

stress are discussed. 

4.3.1 CuSn-Nb3Sn elastic model 

4.3.1.1 Thermal stress in Nb3Sn 
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Figure 4.17 Sketch of CuSn matrix-Nb3Sn filament model, Nb3Sn filaments is 

distributed evenly. CuSn matrix is infinite. 

 

A schematic of the CuSn matrix-Nb3Sn filament model is shown in Figure 4.22. The 

detail calculation program is presented in APPENDIX C. First, consider the case that σ0
 

equal to zero. The stress caused by ΔT can be calculated using equation (4.21). Because 

this is elastic model, the calculation is route-independent. The parameters needed for the 

calculation are volume fractions of different components, total thermal contraction in 

percentage and Young’s modulus at 4 K. The parameters are listed in table 4.7. The 

calculation has the following assumptions: (1) T0 equal to 300 K; (2) Nb3Sn filaments is 

distributed in CuSn matrix evenly; (3) CuSn matrix is infinite. 

 

Table4.4 Parameters used in the stress-strain calculation, T0=300K 

 E(GPa) G(GPa) ν f(vol%) ΔL/L 

CuSn 140 52 0.35 80 0.0032 

Nb3Sn 50 17 0.47 20 0.0015 
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According to above model and using (4.21), the thermal strain (eNb3Sn), and thermal 

stress (σNb3Sn), in Nb3Sn filament can be calculated. The results are: 
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According to Murase’s elasto-plastic FEA analysis [26], Nb3Sn filaments experience 

positive r-strain and θ-strain (r-strain and θ-strain  are the same as x-strain and y-strain in 

our analysis due to the symmetry condition), but z-strain is negative (see Figure 2.4). 

Furthermore, z-strain is about 4 times larger than r-strain and θ-strain. Our results are in 

good agreement with Murase’s elasto-plastic FEA analysis, except that our results are 

smaller in value. This is because we consider a smaller ΔT than theirs, so the 

corresponding thermal strains are smaller. 

 

4.3.1.2 General formula for CuSn-Nb3Sn system with applied stress 

Here consider how the model reacts when it experiences applied stress. First, a 

general formula is needed to deal with both thermal stress and applied stress. The 

deduction is based on equivalent inclusion method [55]. Note:σ : stress disturbance; : 

the stiffness tensor of CuSn matrix; S: Eshelby’s tensor; I: identity tensor; f: volume 

fraction; : the stiffness tensor of Nb

mC

fC 3Sn fiber; : the compliance tensor of CuSn 

matrix; 

mS

0σ : the applied stress; : thermal expansion coefficient of Nbfα 3Sn fiber; : 

thermal expansion coefficient of CuSn matrix; 

mα

e :average strain disturbance; : 

constrained strain; :thermal strain; : applied strain. 

ce

ρe 0e

Because the stress/strain in filament is uniform, the stress in Nb3Sn, σNb3Sn, can be 

written as 

)( 00

3 eeeeC cf

SnNb +−+⋅=+= ρσσσ                                                              (4.31) 
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According to equivalent inclusion method, σNb3Sn can also be written as: 

)**()*( 00

3 eeeeCeeeeeC cmcm

SnNb +−+⋅=+−−+⋅= ρσ                              (4.32)  

Using (4.11) and (4.19) to substitute and ce e , and combine (4.31) and (4.32): 

)******)(()****)(( 00 eeeSeISfCeeeSeISfC mf +−⋅+⋅−−=+−⋅+⋅−−⋅ ρ  

                                                                                                                                (4.33) 

Simplify (4.33) to obtain: 

}{()}()1()({** 01 ρeCeCCISCfSCISfCe ffmmff +⋅−⋅−⋅−−⋅+−⋅−= −  

                                                                                                                               (4.34) 

Stress disturbance σ: 

**)()1( eISCf m ⋅−⋅−=σ                                                                                 (4.35) 

The stress in Nb3Sn filament 

−⋅+−⋅−⋅−⋅−= SCISfCISCf ffm

SnNb )({)()1(3σ  

001 }){()}()1( σρ ++⋅−⋅−⋅− − eCeCCISCf ffmm                           (4.36) 

 Because  ( ) Te mf Δ⋅−= ααρ , (4.36) can be rewritten as: 

( ) ( ) 1

3 ])1([)()1( −−⋅⋅−−⋅+−⋅⋅−⋅−⋅−= ISCfSCISCfISCf mffm

SnNbσ  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0

0 σαασ +Δ⋅−⋅+⋅⋅−⋅ TCSCC mffmfm                                                (4.37) 

This is the final form for calculating stress state in Nb3Sn filaments when the wire 

sustain both thermal stress and applied external stress. The strain in Nb3Sn can then be 

easily calculated using (4.2). 

Please note, if applied stress, σ0
, equal to zero, (4.37) is transformed to (4.21), this 

implies that (4.37) is correct. 

4.3.1.3 Composites subject to applied tensile strain 
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When CuSn matrix-20vol%Nb3Sn filaments system was cooled down from 300K to 

4 K, the thermal strains in Nb3Sn filaments are shown in 4.3.1.1. If tensile stresses from 0 

to 0.2 GPa are applied on this system along z direction, the changes of strain with respect 

to applied tensile strain are shown in Figure 4.23. Note: x-strain (transverse strain) is 

equal to y-strain due to the symmetry of Nb3Sn’s cross-section. The deviatoric strain was 

also depicted in the figure. When applied tensile strain is increasing from 0 to 0.16%, x-

strain and y-strain decrease from 0.04% to –0.04%, while z-strain (axial strain) increases 

from (-0.15%) to 0.02%.   

  

Figure 4.18. The strain of Nb3Sn filament with respect to applied tensile strain. CuSn 

matrix-20vol%Nb3Sn filaments system was cooled down from 300 K to 4 K, and 

underwent 0.2 GPa uniaxial tensile stress. 

 

The deviatoric strain reaches minimum value when applied tensile strain equal to 

0.13%. However, z-strain reaches zero at 0.15%. This indicates that the minimum 

deviatoric strain is not necessary to be coincident with zero z-strain. It is worth to 

mention that zero deviatoric strain that we obtained in this model is related directly to this 
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particular model. If the cross section of filaments is not round, for example, the minimum 

deviatoric strain is not zero anymore.  

This result are consistent with Ic~ε (critical current ~ strain) experiment data in 

literature [13].  Typically, when Nb3Sn wires undergo uniaxial tensile strain, its Ic 

increases first before reaches maximum value. This corresponds to the decrement of 

deviatoric strain in Nb3Sn filaments, and the maximum Ic indicates a minimum value of 

deviatoric strain.  For many Nb3Sn samples, maximum Ic (at strain εm) is significantly 

higher than that at zero applied strain. This indicates a big difference of deviatoric strain 

between zero applied strain and εm. 

4.3.1.4 Situations with applied transverse stress 

Figure 4.24 shows the influence of applied transverse compressive stress on the 

strain of Nb3Sn. When compressive stress (along y-direction) increases from 0 to 0.2GPa, 

x-strain and z-strain increase from 0.04% and –0.15% to 0.17% and –0.09% respectively, 

whereas y-strain decrease from 0.04% to –0.18%. Like tensile stress case, the deviatoric 

strain shows a minimum value at certain applied stress value. However, there are three 

main differences if compared with tensile stress case: Firstly, the deviatoric strain reaches 

minimum value soon after the compressive stresses were applied on the model; Secondly, 

the value of the minimum deviatoric strain is close to that at zero applied stress. Third, 

the minimum deviatoric strain of 0.21% is much higher than that in tensile stress case, 

where the minimum deviatoric strain is zero. 
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Figure 4.19 Strain of Nb3Sn filament with respect to applied transverse compressive 

strain 

 

When Nb3Sn wires undergo transverse compressive strain, the typical Ic~ε curve is 

that Ic keeps constant at first, and then decreases with increasing applied stress [15] [16]. 

Therefore our results of deviatoric strain are qualitatively consistent with the experiment 

data. 

4.3.2 Shape effect 

In the model discussed in 4.3.1, Nb3Sn filaments have round cross-section. However, 

in multiphase composites, the deformation mechanisms are complex, slip systems change 

with the deformation strain, particularly in bcc-Nb, and diffusion controlled growth is 

asymmetric.  Therefore, the cross-section of Nb3Sn filaments may not be round shape.   

Next few sections will expand our model to the oval shape Nb3Sn filaments. The sketch 

of cross-section is shown in Figure 4.20. a1/a2 is termed aspect ratio. In our discussion, 

aspect ratio was assumed to be 2,3 and 5 respectively.  
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Figure 4.20 Cross-section of Nb3Sn filament, outside is CuSn matrix. 

4.3.2.1 thermal stress in Nb3Sn 

The formula and parameters used to calculate thermal stress are the same as in 4.3.1.1. 

The results of thermal strain and stress are shown as follows. 

For a1/a2=2: 
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For a1/a2=3: 
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For a1/a2=5: 
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These results have several indications. First, no matter how the shape changes, z-

strain (longitudinal strain) remains constant. Second, with increasing aspect ratio, along 

x-direction, filaments are subject to more compressive strain, but along y-direction, 

filaments undergo more tensile strain. The variations of x-strain, y-strain and z-strain 

with respect to aspect ratio are listed in table 4.5.  

When a1/a2 , Nb∞→ 3Sn filaments turn to thin layer as in tape type conductors. In 

this case, the x-strain should be equal to z-strain due to symmetric condition. Because z-

strain remains constant (–0.0015), x-strain should also equal to –0.0015 in tape type 

conductors. Another fact that needs to be noted is that x-strain and y-strain are more 

sensitive to the changes of aspect ratio when aspect ratio is close to 1.   

 

Table 4.5. X-strain, y-strain and z-strain with respect to a1/a2 ratio 

 a1/a2=1 a1/a2=2 a1/a2=3 a1/a2=5 

x-strain 0.0004 -0.0005 -0.0009 -0.0012 

y-strain 0.0004 0.0014 0.0018 0.0022 

z-strain -0.0015 -0.0015 -0.0015 -0.0015 

 

In contrast to the thermal strain, the thermal stress is not that sensitive to aspect ratio 

and remains in 3D compressive stress state. 

4.3.2.2 Composites subject to applied tensile strain 
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a1/a2=2 

Figure 4.21. CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied tensile strain. Aspect ratio is 2. 

 

Internal strain of Nb3Sn filaments with respect to applied tensile strain is depicted in 

Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 for aspect ratio of 2,3 and 5 respectively. The 

strain components show similar behavior for different aspect ratio; namely, the value of 

x-strains and y-strains decrease with increasing applied strain, while z-strains increases. 

Z-strain’s behavior is independent from aspect ratio. X-strain and y-strain decrease in the 

same rate with increasing applied strain for different aspect ratios. 

For different aspect ratio, the applied strain where deviatoric strain reaches minimum 

are different. They are 0.0013, 0.0014, 0.0015 and 0.0016 for aspect ratio of 1,2,3,5 

respectively. Besides, for aspect ratio equal to 1, the minimum deviatoric strain is zero. 

Whereas, for aspect ratios of 2,3 and 5, the minimum deviatoric strains are 0.0011, 

0.0015 and 0.0018 respectively. Therefore, any cross-section shape other than round 

causes an increase in deviatoric strain, so that reduces current-carrying capability of the 

conductor [59]. This conclusion is important for optimizing fabrication process, because 

the shape of Nb3Sn filaments can be controlled in some degrees by adjusting deformation 

and heat treatment conditions.  
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a1/a2=3 

Figure 4.22 CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied tensile strain. aspect ratio is 3. 

 

a1/a2=5 

Figure 4.23 CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing tensile strain with aspect ratio of 5. 

4.3.2.3 Situation with applied transverse compressive stress  
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Figure 4.24. Sketch of transverse stress acting on CuSn-Nb3Sn model. Two cases are 

considered. (1) Case1: the load is perpendicular to a1, and a1>a2; (2) Case2: load is 

perpendicular to a1, but a1<a2. 

 

If aspect ratio is not 1, the cross section of filaments is not round anymore, so the 

loading direction needs to be considered. This study considers two special cases, as 

shown in Figure 4.24.   In case (1) the load is perpendicular to a1, and a1>a2. In case (2), 

load is perpendicular to a1, but a1<a2. 

Internal strain vs. applied transverse stress relations were depicted in Figure 

4.25~4.30 for different aspect ratio and different cases.  

Figure 4.25 shows typical strain-transverse stress curves with a1/a2=2 and the 

situation of case1. With increasing transverse stress, y-strain decreases from positive 

(tension) to negative (compression), while x-strain increases from negative to positive. z-

strain remains in compression, but become smaller in value. The deviatoric strain of 

0.003 at initial state decreases to minimum of 0.0014 at about 140 MPa stress; i.e. the 

minimum deviatoric strain is much lower than the strain at zero applied transverse stress.  

This large decrement in deviatoric strain indicates a significant stress-relieve process 

during the loading. If considering Ic~ε relation in this case, the Ic should increase at first 

and decrease after reaching peak value. 
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a1/a2=2 

Figure 4.25. Internal strain in a CuSn-Nb3Sn composite undergoing applied transverse 

stress. aspect ratio is 2, case 1 

 

 

a1/a2=0.5

Figure 4.26. CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied transverse strain. aspect ratio is 

0.5, case2 
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In condition of a1/a2=2 and situation of case2, as shown in Figure 4.31, the changes 

of internal strains are totally different. The tensile strain in y direction increases, while 

the compressive strain in x direction increases too. Z-strain changes marginally. The 

deviatoric strain increases monotonically. Therefore, in this case, applied transverse 

stress induces no stress-relieve process. The high deviatoric strain in this case degrades 

current carrying performance, so it should be avoided in magnet design and fabrication.  

For the samples with a1/a2=3 or 5, the situations are quite similar to the case of 

a1/a2=2. For case1, stress-relieve process becomes more significant with increasing 

aspect ratio. However, for case2, deviatoric strain increases. 

 

a1/a2=3 

Figure 4.27. CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied transverse strain. a1/a2 is 3, case1 
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a1/a2=1/3

Figure 4.28 CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied transverse strain. a1/a2 is 1/3, case2 

 

a1/a2=5 

Figure 4.29 CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied transverse strain. aspect ratio is 5, 

case1 
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Figure 4.30 CuSn-Nb3Sn system undergoing applied transverse stress. a1/a2 is 1/5, case2 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

• 1D model is capable to predict thermal contraction, prestrain and stress-strain 

curve of Nb3Sn wires within reasonable errors. 

• When a composite wire is applied at cryogenic temperature, thermal stress caused 

by different thermal expansion coefficient degrade the strength of composite wire 

significantly. 

• If CuSn matrix in a Nb3Sn wire was replaced by DSC, the strength of composite 

wire will be improved. 

• Round Nb3Sn filaments sustain smallest deviatoric strain after cooling. 

• Aspect ratio has significant influence on deviatoric strain. For applied uniaxial 

tensile stress, increasing aspect ratio enhances deviatoric strain. For transversely 

compressive stress, if applied stress is perpendicular to long radius, deviatoric 
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strain decreases at the beginning stage with applied stress; if applied stress is 

perpendicular to short radius, deviatoric strain increases. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEVELOPMENT OF Al2O3 PARTICLE STRENGTHENED 

NB3SN WIRE 

 

 

The early stages of the section will be devoted to the discussion of the different 

strengthening mechanisms, following which a new strengthening method for Nb3Sn wire 

is introduced. The deformability of DSC-Nb and DSC-Sn combinations was studied. 

Based on the results, dispersion strengthened Cu (DSC) reinforced Nb3Sn wires and their 

unstrengthened counterparts were fabricated for comparison. These wires were then 

subjected to electrical and mechanical characterization in order to verify the improvement 

of newly developed wires.  

 

5.1 Strengthening Mechanisms 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the typical way to reinforce Nb3Sn type conductor is to 

fabricate Nb3Sn composite containing high strength materials, such as DSC, CuNb 

composite and Ta. The question is can one produce high strength Nb3Sn conductor wire 

without adding extra strengthening component? 

In order to answer the question it is necessary to review how individual components 

of Nb3Sn wire can be strengthened. Typical Nb3Sn wires consist of four components, 

namely, Cu stabilizer, Ta/Nb diffusion barrier, CuSn matrix and Nb3Sn filaments. Among 

them, Nb3Sn filaments are hard brittle compound, which can not be strengthened. The 

requirements for the Cu stabilizer are high thermal and electrical conductivities, and 

should be made from high purity copper. Hence, it is very difficult to strengthen Cu 

stabilizer also; because typical strengthening method involves either alloying the Cu or 
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adding particles into the Cu.  This process reduces its thermal/electrical conductivities 

significantly, so that it degrades the stability of the Nb3Sn wire.  The introduction of 

dislocations or reduction of grain size is also impossible for Cu stabilizer, because the 

high temperature heat treatment reduces the dislocations and produces large grains. 

Hence, it is almost impossible to strengthen the Cu stabilizer without sacrificing stability. 

It is important to note that the Ta/Nb diffusion barrier has no significant influence on 

strength of the composite due to its small volume fraction.  Therefore, the only 

component that can be reinforced without sacrificing other properties is the CuSn matrix. 

Strengthening of CuSn matrix can be carried out via different strengthening methods.  

Most of the strengthening methods are ruled out because the composite is subjected to 

high temperature heat treatment (~ 700 ºC), as part of the fabrication technique 

employed. Three approaches, however, can be used to reinforce CuSn matrix. These 

approaches include solid solution hardening (SSH), fine particle strengthening and grain 

size strengthening. Their strengthening effect can be estimated by the formula (2.3)-(2.7). 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the strengthening effects of these three approaches.  
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Figure 5.1. Yield strength of CuSn vs. Sn content. This figure also shows the effect of 

grain size on strength at room temperature and 4 K 
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Figure 5.1 demonstrates the influence of Sn content and grain size on yield strength 

of CuSn alloy. The Sn content has less effect on the yield strength at room temperature 

when compared to 4 K, as shown in the Figure.  For example, 10wt% Sn solute atoms 

resulted in 100 MPa and 300 MPa increments in yield strength at room temperature and 4 

K, respectively. The reason for this temperature dependent effect is that the solute atoms 

and dislocations interact elastically and exert forces on each other. Typically, solute 

atoms are attracted to dislocations forming solute atom cloud. When dislocations move, 

the solute atoms are apt to follow the dislocations, forming solute drag, which act as 

resistance to dislocation motions. Since the movement of solute atoms is a diffusion 

process, the velocity of movement depends on temperature. When temperature is high, 

solute atoms can move relatively fast and their resistance on dislocations is relatively 

small. In contrast, when temperature is low, solute atoms are inactive and apply more 

resistance to dislocation motion.  

The results presented in Figure 5.1 clearly show the effect of grain size 

strengthening.  Small grain size leads to improved strength in the composite.  As grain 

size decreases from 100 m to 20 m, the yield strength of CuSn alloy increases by about 

50 MPa. It is important to note that the strengthening effect of grain size is independent 

of the temperature. 

In the current work, Al2O3 particle was used for dispersion strengthening, and Figure 

5.2 demonstrates the relationship between Al2O3 particle content and the yield strength. 

The diamond points in the figure represent real values of the yield strength and the 

dashed line is the predicted value using (2.5). It is evident that the dispersed Al2O3 

particles (fine particle) enhanced the strength of the Cu significantly. For example, 

addition of a low volume fraction (2.5vol%) of Al2O3 particles resulted in a yield strength 

of more than 500 MPa. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that fine particles 

strengthen these composites more effectively than solid solution hardening (SSH).  
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Figure 5.2. The yield strength of Al2O3 strengthened Cu vs. Al2O3 content at room 

temperature 

 

 

5.2 Verification of SSH by Nanoindentation 

 

This section is focused on the mechanical properties of Nb3Sn wire, and will attempt 

to address the following two questions: (1) how much strength does each component 

contribute to the whole composite wire? and (2) what is the contribution of each 

strengthening approach to the overall strength of the composite? Nanoindentation is 

capable of providing local hardness information in a refined area of the individual 

component. It can also supply the hardness distribution in different areas. This 

information can be used to provide a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of 

Nb3Sn superconductor.  

5.2.1 Experimental techniques  

Superconductors with systematic variations of Sn content were obtained. The 

specifications and composition of the samples is shown in Table 5.1. All three samples were 

heat treated at 700 °C for 100 h. Samples for microstructure examination and 

nanoindentation were prepared by mechanical grinding and polishing. 
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Quantitative elemental analysis was performed in the Environmental Scanning 

Electron Microscope (ESEM) using Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX). In 

order to eliminate beam scatter in the ESEM, a low pressure of 0.6 Torr and an extended 

detector housing unit were used. Grain sizes were measured using an optical microscope.  

Table 5.1 Specification for Sample E, F and G 

Mark  Size(mm) *CU/NON CU **No of filament Sn contents 

G 1.75×3.50 0.3 26000 15% 

F 1.45×2.40 0.3 44000 14% 

E 1.25×1.95 0.6 12000 13% 

*Cu/nonCu stands for the volume ratio of stabilizer over all other components 

**No of filament stands for the number of filament 

 

The strengthening effects by SSH were estimated by nanoindentation. For each 

sample, more than 100 indentations were taken in order to improve the statistical 

sampling, and hence reduce the error in measurement. 

5.2.2 Experiment Result 

5.2.2.1 Grain size 

The polished samples were etched by solution of 20 ml NH4HO, 10 ml H2O2 and 10 

ml H2O. The cross section of sample E is shown in Figure 5.3. 

The grain sizes in two different areas were compared: the shell areas are the Cu-Sn 

area between bundles of filaments and diffusion barrier, and the network areas are the 

Cu-Sn areas between bundles of filaments (sub-bundle). The grain sizes data are shown 

in Table 5.2. After heat treatment, the grain size in Cu-Sn area was constrained by the 

interface boundaries, so the grain size in shell area is much larger than in network area. 

The sample F, which has the greatest number of Nb filament and narrowest sub-bundle 

spacing, shows the smallest grain size in network area.   
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Figure 5.3 Cross section of sample E. The shell areas are the Cu-Sn area between 

bundles of filaments and diffusion barrier, and the network areas are the Cu-Sn areas 

between bundles of filaments 

 

Table 5.2 Different grain sizes in shell and network areas 

Grain Size (μm) 
Position 

E F G 

Shell* 22.9 17.1 20.8 

Network** 5.0 3.9 6.0 

*CuSn matrix between Nb diffusion barrier and Nb3Sn filaments 

**CuSn matrix between Nb3Sn filaments 

 

5.2.2.2 Sn content after heat treatment 

After reaction heat treatment, the Sn content ratio of the three samples in shell area is 

8 wt%, 5 wt% and 3 wt% for sample G, F, and E, respectively. 

The Sn content distribution over the cross section from shell area to the center of the 

wire is shown in Figure 5.4, with number 1 representing the shell area, and number 12 for 

the center of wire. The Sn content data were normalized by dividing the average Sn 

content in shell area. 
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The samples F and G show a significantly reduced gradient in Sn content from shell 

area to the center, whereas the sample E shows no systematic variations in Sn content.  
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Figure 5.4 Sn content distribution along the thickness direction from shell area to the 

center of the wire. The position 1 stands for the shell area and position 12 corresponds to 

the center of the wire.  

 

5.2.2.3 Hardness data 

Table 5.3 shows hardness values obtained from different components. It is clear that 

the pure Cu stabilizer is the softest component with hardness about 965 MPa, which is 

higher than those published in the literature, i.e. H=840 MPa for annealed oxygen-free 

copper of 99.99% purity. Nb3Sn is the hardest component. Its hardness is as high as about 

7500 MPa. Nb shows slightly higher hardness than Cu-Sn component.  

In Cu-Sn area, the hardness is influenced by three factors, namely, grain size, Cu-

Sn/Nb3Sn phase interface and Sn content. All three samples showed higher or equivalent 

hardness in network area than that in shell area. For sample E, the Sn content in the two 

areas were similar. This indicates that the higher hardness in network area must have 

resulted from its small grain size and Cu-Sn/Nb3Sn phase interface. Although the Sn 

content in sample F is higher in shell area than in network, the hardness in shell area is 
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lower than in network area. This implies that the strengthening effect of grain boundary 

and phase interface is more dominant than that of SSH. In addition, because of its 

smallest grain size and smallest sub-bundle space in network area, sample F possesses the 

highest hardness values among the three samples. For sample G, the hardness in network 

area is higher than or equivalent to the hardness in shell area. This is partly due to its 

relatively large grain size and sub-bundle space in network area and the great difference 

in Sn content between these two areas. The above analysis clearly suggests that the 

strengthening effect of grain size and phase boundary is stronger than SSH. 

 

Table 5.3 Hardness of every component of the heat-treated samples 

Hardness (MPa) 
Components 

E F   G  

Cu  960(±20.5) 971(±31.3) 

Nb 1543(±49.6)* 1316(±22.7) 1565(±33.5) 

Nb3Sn 6982(±677.7) 7608(±516.9) 8460(±662.6) 

Shell 1111(±38.8) 1306(±98.2) 1349(±77.7) 
Cu-Sn 

Network 1349(±87.4) 1511(±85.2) 1360(±70.1) 

*The data in bracket are 95% confidence interval. 

 

In shell areas, all three samples showed large grains with similar grain size. 

Therefore, the different hardness should result from difference in Sn content in Cu-Sn 

solid solution. After heat treatment, the Sn content of three samples in shell area is 8 

wt%, 5 wt% and 3 wt% for samples G, F, and E, respectively. This result is in agreement 

with the trend of hardness.  

 

5.2.2.4 Relation between Nano-hardness and Yield strength 

According to the empirical formula (2-3), the yield strength Y of Cu-Sn with various 

Sn content and grain size were estimated. Table 5.4 lists the estimated yield strength, the 

experimental hardness values and their ratio. The table also lists the data for network 

area. 
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Table 5.4 Hardness, Yield stress and their ratio 

sample  
E F G 

Sn content
2.9 4.7 7.6 

Grain Size
22.9 17.1 20.8 

Hardness(MPa)
1111 1306 1349 

Yield Stress, Y
118 156 175 

H/Y Ratio
9.4 8.4 7.7 

Yield Stress, Y0 244 291 

 

 

 

According to Cheng’s results [60], the hardness, H, depends on Y/E and n, where E 

is elastic Young’s modulus and n is work-hardening exponent. For small ratios of Y/E 

(less than 0.02), the hardness value can be many times that of the yield strength and 

sensitive to the n. In addition, H/Y decrease with the increment of Y/E. For Cu-Sn, its 

value of Y/E is ranged between 0.001 and 0.01. The ratio of H over Y is in good 

agreement with Cheng’s conclusion. Talor [51] introduced the concept of ‘representative 

yield stress’,Y0, and showed that, the hardness value is approximately three times Y0, 

where Y0 is the yield stress at a representative strain of 8-10%. We calculated the yield 

stress for 10% work-hardened Cu-Sn. The H/Y0 ratio is approximately a constant, i.e. 4.4 

here for all three samples. This result is consistent with Talor’s theory but higher. Three 

reasons may be responsible for this high value of ratio. First, in Cu-Sn area, the hardness 

is overestimated in some degree. Second, according to Lim’s conclusion on the annealed 

319 

Shell 

H/ Y0 ratio
4.6 4.5 4.2 

Sn content
3.1 3 4 

Grain Size
5 3.8 6 

Hardness
1349 1511 1360 

Yield Stress, Y
189 204 192 

H/Y Ratio
7.1 7.4 7.1 

Yield Stress, Y0

( i )

315 331 324 

Net-work 

H/ Y0 Ratio 4.3 4.6 4.2 
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oxygen-free copper, the hardness decreases monotonically with increasing load in Nano-

indentation test.  Finally, equation (2.3) was deduced from single phase Cu-Sn materials, 

whereas the reported hardness was undertaken in Cu-Sn component in composites.     

The present work may be summarized as following: 

(1) The pure Cu stabilizer and Nb3Sn filament are softest and hardest phase 

respectively. Nb diffusion barrier show little higher hardness than Cu/Sn; 

(2) After high temperature and long time heat treatment, the grain size of Cu and 

CuSn depends on the available space.  

(3) The strengthening effect of grain size and phase interface is stronger than SSH; 

(4) The ratio H/Y is not a constant, whereas, the ratio H/ Y0 is approximately 

constant 

 

5.3 Advantages of Newly Designed Strengthened Wire 

 

Typical way to reinforce Nb3Sn type conductor is to enclose some high strength 

materials in the composite. As reported in the literature, those high strength materials 

include DSC, CuNb composite, Ta, Ni-Ti-Cu compound and Cu-Ni-Nb-Ti compounds. 

In general, the wires, strengthened by above high strength materials, show more or less 

improved mechanical properties, whereas, they all suffer from one drawback, namely, 

they enclose a certain amount of high strength material as a strengthening component, 

thereby the fraction of Cu stabilizer or none-copper parts is inevitably reduced. The lack 

of Cu stabilizer renders the instability of the superconductors and reduction of the non-

copper portion decreases the critical current if one compares the strengthened wire with 

conventional wires.  

The best approach is to strengthen Nb3Sn wires without sacrificing the other 

capabilities. In our new design, dispersed alumina nanoparticles were added into both 

Nb3Sn filaments and CuSn matrix. The nanoparticles in Nb3Sn filaments help to restrain 

the growth of Nb3Sn grain during heat treatment, thereby benefiting the wires by 

enhancing their current carrying capacity. The nanoparticles in CuSn matrix enhance the 

strength of CuSn matrix significantly (as discussed in 5.1). Because the volume fraction 

of each component in the composite wire remains almost the same before and after 
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strengthened by nanoparticles (the volume fraction of nanoparticles is small and can be 

ignored), this approach provides a possibility to improve both mechanical and 

superconducting properties concurrently without jeopardizing the other properties. 

Moreover, according to the analysis in 4.1.2.3, since CuSn matrix becomes much 

stronger after strengthened, it will cause a significant increase in prestrain.  

In addition to above-mentioned benefits, this design introduces another interesting 

issue regarding the strengthening effect, namely, the two strengthening mechanisms, fine-

particle strengthening and SSH, are working together in this newly designed wire.  

Therefore it is very interesting to see the effect of two mechanisms working together at 

cryogenic temperature. 

In summary, the newly designed Nb3Sn wire is expecting to have following 

advantages: 

(1) The compositions of strengthened wire and volume fraction of various 

components remain the same as normal wire, therefore, no change is necessary for 

fabrication parameters and heat treatment conditions;  

(2) The strength of composite wires is expected to be improved; 

(3) Its critical current should be enhanced; and 

(4) Prestrain becomes adjustable 

 

5.4 Deformation of DSC-Nb and DSC-Sn 

 

Before we embark in discussion of fabrication and properties of the final products, 

we need to understand how we can fabricate the precursor of the superconductors.  The 

following few sections discusses the fabrication of various components for the 

precursors. 

5.4.1 Micro-hardness measurement 

When two different metals are co-deformed, similar hardness between the two 

metals help to accomplish a uniform deformation. Therefore, the study in this section 

starts with hardness measurement. 

An assembly of DSC tube and Nb rod was drawn from diameter of 9.35 mm to 

1.87mm. The hardness of DSC and Nb was measured with respect to the area reduction. 
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The results are shown in Figure 5.5. The heavily deformed DSC-Nb wire was then heat 

treated at different temperatures for one hour. The hardness of DSC and Nb vs. 

temperature was depicted in Figure 5.6.  
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Figure 5.5 Hardness of DSC and Nb vs. reduction of area. 

 

From the hardness results, following conclusions can be drawn. First, Nb has a 

relatively high work hardening rate because of its complex interaction of the multiple slip 

systems during the deformation. Its hardness increases rapidly with deformation. In 

contrast, DSC shows higher hardness than Nb in annealed state and its work hardening 

rate is smaller than Nb. Secondly, if the heat treatment temperature is above 800 K, the 

hardness of Nb decreases rapidly with increasing temperature. DSC’s hardness, however, 

changes marginally with the temperature. These results indicate that the hardness of Nb 

and DSC can be kept in a similar value if processing parameters are controlled correctly.  
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Figure 5.6 Hardness of DSC and Nb with respect to heat treatment temperatures. 

 

5.4.2 Deformability of DSC-Nb 

5.4.2.1 Co-deformation of DSC and Nb 

This section discusses the possibility to undertake the co-deformation of DSC with 

Nb or Sn. If DSC replaces Cu stabilizer as reported in the previous papers [34], the 

geometry design with hard component as a sheath actually benefits the deformation by 

making the deformation in center area more uniform. As our geometry design is different, 

we anticipate difficulties in co-deformations.  Therefore, we studied the co-deformability 

of DSC/Nb and DSC/Sn at first. 

There is a concern that DSC is work hardened very fast due to those dispersed 

particles, which act as both pinning centers of dislocations and sources of new 

dislocations. The hardness results, however, provide no support to this speculation. In 

general, DSC has high hardness, but low work-hardening rate, while Nb has low hardness 

at anneal state, but high work-hardening rate. These are actually good combination, 

because by controlling process parameters correctly, we can keep two metals at similar 

hardness. This is the base for good co-deformability. Figure 5.7 shows the axial cross-

section of DSC hexagonal wire with one Nb filament inside. Figure 5.7 indicates a sound 
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co-deformation of DSC and Nb. No necking (sausaging) or other defects were 

discovered.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Axial cross-section of DSC wire with 1Nb filament, after swaging and 

drawing. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 DSC wire with 361 Nb filaments: (a) diameter of 0.56mm; (b) diameter of 

0.11mm. 

 

Figure 5.8 shows the cross-section of DSC wire with 361Nb filaments (DSC-361Nb). 

The diameter of wire in Figure 5.8 (a) is 0.56 mm. This wire was drawn to diameter of 

0.114mm, which is shown in Figure 5.8 (b). It is obvious by comparing (a) and (b) that 

the shape and pattern of Nb filaments remained after heavy deformation. You can 

recognize each filament in (a) and its small counterpart in (b) by its position and shape. 
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This indicates a good deformability of DSC/Nb.  

 

 

Figure 5.9 DSC wire with 361 Nb filaments with diameter of 0.11 

 

Fig.5.9 shows SEM images of Nb filaments in the sample from the one as shown in 

Figure 5.8 (b). The magnifications are 500, 1000, 10000 and 45000 respectively. Low 

magnifications allow us to see the panorama of the filaments. Obviously, those filaments 

are uniform along longitudinal direction. No sausages, breakages or cracks were found. 

The average diameter of filaments is about 3 m. The shape of filaments is not perfect 

round, but slightly elongated. High magnifications show us more details of the surface of 

Nb. The image of magnification 45000, for example, shows that the surface of filament 

has many fine lines, which are parallel to axial direction. These fine lines are steps, 

resulted from incompatibility of the slip systems in Cu (or DSC) with slip plane of {111} 

and Nb with major slip plane of {011}.  
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Figure 5.10 DSC wire with 361 Nb filaments, diameter: 0.064mm. The wire was heat 

treated at diameter of 0.11mm at 1173K for 1h, and then drawn to diameter of 0.064mm. 

 

5.4.2.2 Factors influencing the shape of Nb filaments 

The SEM cross-section image of a DSC+Nb wire is shown in Figure 5.10. The 

sample of diameter 0.11 mm underwent a heat treatment at 1173 K for 1h, and then was 

drawn to a diameter of 0.064 mm with deformation strain of 1.1. The shapes of filaments 

become ribbon-like and different from those in Figure 5.8(b). The analysis in chapter 4 

indicates that circular Nb filaments minimize the deviatoric strain thereby improving 

critical current. Therefore, this irregular shape of Nb filaments should be avoided or at 

least alleviated.  

A known fact is that when Cu and Nb experience extensive co-deformation, Nb 

filaments are apt to form ribbon shape cross-section at the scale of tens nanometer. Two 

important factors govern the shape of the Nb filaments: slip systems and interface 

energies.  These two factors are related to the difference in crystallographic structures 

between Cu and Nb.  Cu (or DSC) has face center cubic (fcc) structure, which is different 

from Nb’s body center cubic (bcc) structure. They have different slip systems. During 

deformation, Cu tends to slip along <110>{111}Cu whereas Nb slips with Burgers vector 

of <111> on {110}Nb, {112}Nb, and {123}Nb. Therefore, uneven deformation occurs, 
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particularly when certain slips are favored by applied shear stresses in a certain 

orientation. Such uneven deformation may be magnified during the swaging because 

swaging usually introduces non-uniform shear stresses. The other factor is the interface 

free energy term, γ Cu/Nb A Cu/Nb, in the system, where γ Cu/Nb is the interface energy in the 

unit area and A Cu/Nb is the interface area. Although the circular shape minimizes the A 

Cu/Nb, γ Cu/Nb causes interface faceted.  Thus, during the deformation, Cu/Nb interfaces 

rotate in order to minimize the total interface free energy. It was established the (111)Cu // 

(110)Nb interface has the smallest energy among all the configurations. The minimization 

interface energy activities in the system are accelerated at high temperatures, for instance, 

the annealing between the deformations.  Consequently, the crystallographic slip system 

incompatibility and minimization of the interface energies result in faceted interfaces in 

nanometer scales after certain deformation strain is applied to the system.  The facets 

propagate to promote large interfaces with low interface energies if any shear component 

favors such deformation.   In micron scale, the effect of slip system is difficult to observe 

if the deformation is symmetric and the major component is in hydrostatic form. The 

sample, as shown in Figure 5.11, help to demonstrate this. The filaments in the sample 

have diameter of 3~4 m. The matrix is DSC. The sample was drawn from diameter of 

15mm to 0.3mm without intermediate anneal. The majority of the Nb filaments are not in 

ribbon forms even after the deformation strain reaches 7.8. Such shapes are considered to 

have less deviatoric strain than the one with ribbon shape. This indicates that it is possible 

to make Nb filaments having circular shape when co-deformed with DSC. 
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Figure 5.11 Cross section of Nb filaments. Matrix is DSC. The wire was drawn from 

15mm diameter to 0.3mm with intermediate anneal. 

 

The minimization of the interface energy can be exemplified by an annealing 

experiment, as demonstrated in Figure 5.8(a), (b) and Figure 5.9. When DSC-361Nb was 

drawn from 0.56 mm diameter (in Figure 5.8(a)) to 0.11 mm (in Figure 5.8(b), without 

intermediate anneal), though area reduction reached 96%, Nb filaments kept their shape 

quite well. After heat treatment at 1173 K for 1 h, this wire was drawn to 0.064 mm (in 

figure 5.10); though the deformation amount was not as large as previous step, the shape 

of Nb filaments changed dramatically. The difference between first step and second step 

is the intermediate anneal before the second step. Therefore, high temperature heat 

treatment is likely to be one of the reasons for uneven deformation.  

The hardness data in 5.4.1 seems to be supportive to the speculation. After heat 

treatment, the hardness of Nb drop to below 100 MPa, which is much lower than DSC’s 

hardness. Because the stress-strain state inside the wire during deformation is 

inhomogeneous, the Nb filaments softened by heat treatment have relatively low 

resistance to such stress/strain state and are forced to undergo an uneven deformation on 

different slip systems. The Nb filament’s shape, therefore, was distorted heavily.  
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No matter how heavy the distortion is in cross section, the deformation along 

longitudinal direction is uniform.  

 

5.4.2.3 Influence of heat treatment  

A systematical investigation on the influence of heat treatment was carried out. The 

experiment procedures are as following. Three samples were made from DSC-361Nb 

with diameter of 2.2 mm. The first one was drawn to diameter of 0.525 mm without any 

intermediate anneal. The second one was drawn to the same diameter with intermediate 

anneal at 1173 K for 1 hour at diameter of 1.22 mm. The last one was all the same as 

second one, but with intermediate anneals at diameter of 1.22, 0.965, 0.865, 0.76, 0.68 

and 0.6 mm. Basically, the differences among the three samples are that they were 

subject to different numbers of high temperature heat treatment. The cross section of 

three samples are shown in Figure 5.12~5.14. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 DSC-361Nb wire drawn from 2.2 mm diameter to 0.525 mm without any 

heat treatment. 
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Figure 5.13 DSC-361Nb wire was drawn from 2.2 mm diameter to 0.525 mm with 

intermediate heat treatment at 1173 K for 1hour at 1.22 mm diameter. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 DSC-361Nb wire was drawn from 2.2 mm diameter to 0.525 mm with 

intermediate heat treatment at 1173 K for 1 hour at 1.22, 0.965,0.865, 0.76, 0.68 and 0.6 

mm diameter.  
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Figure 5.12 shows DSC-361Nb wire drawn from 2.2 mm diameter to 0.525 mm 

without any heat treatment. The Nb filaments in Figure 5.12 appear to have uniform 

cross-section. Deformation results in limited change of the distribution and shape, cf. 

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 is DSC-361Nb wire drawn from 2.2mm diameter 

to 0.525 mm with intermediate heat treatment at 1.22 mm diameter. The cross sections of 

Nb filaments in Figure 5.13 were elongated heavily, which indicates non-uniform 

deformation during the drawing. Comparing Figure 5.12 with 5.13, it is obvious that high 

temperature heat treatment results in a diffusion controlled interface motion. Further co-

deformation of DSC-Nb deduces the filament shape as shown in Figure 5.13. In Figure 

5.13, though Nb filaments underwent non-uniform deformation and their shape changes, 

the bundle’s shape (each bundle consists of 19 Nb filaments), however, stay unchanged. 

The sample in Figure 5.14 experienced six times of high temperature heat treatment 

during drawing. Basically, Nb filaments were kept in annealed state in this case, so the 

deformation is extremely non-uniform. In Figure 5.14, not just Nb filaments, but also 

bundles show a heavily distorted shape. 

In general, this investigation indicates that heat treatment on DSC-Nb at high 

temperature renders significant shape changes during the deformation. The shape change 

due to the high temperature heat treatment, no matter one time or multi-times, is 

detrimental to the wire performance. Therefore, if intermediate heat treatment is 

necessary, the temperature should be sufficient low so that the interface motion can be 

minimized.  

  

5.4.3 Deformation of Cu-Sn and DSC-Sn 

Cu can be co-drawn with Sn to large deformation amount. The workability of the 

DSC and Sn depends on Sn content in DSC/Sn composite. If Sn content is low (less than 

30 vol%), the composite can be deformed uniformly to a large deformation strain.  If Sn 

content is higher than 50 vol%, the formability of the composite degrades dramatically. 

During drawing, DSC produces cracks on surface. Current work indicates that the co-

deformability of DSC+Nb is much better than DSC+Sn. 
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5.5 Bonding between DSC 

 

The bonding between DSC is also an important issue for sound deformation. When 

restacking a certain number of DSC-1Nb (DSC tube with 1Nb filament inside) cables into 

an DSC tube and drawing the assembly, a good bonding between DSC-1Nb cables is 

necessary for next step of restacking and drawing.  It is a common defect, as observed in 

experiments, that DSC-1Nb filaments, supposed to bond together in a wire, were 

separated during subsequent drawing. Moreover, this separation of DSC-1Nb filaments is 

likely to introduce severe sausages or breakages. Therefore, bonding between DSC was 

investigated carefully. The state of bonding can be assessed by etching sample with 

chemical solution. If samples were not bond well, the original boundaries should be seen 

after etching because the weak bounding is susceptible to etching. Figure5.15 shows the 

cross section image of an etched Cu-19Nb (see following for the meaning of Cu-19Nb) 

wire. The bonding between DSC is similar to that of the Cu-19Nb sample due to a thin 

Cu layer on the surface of DSC. The sample in Figure 5.11 was made by following steps: 

19 of Cu-1Nb hexagonal cables were stacked in a Cu tube, which has outer diameter of 

12.7 mm. The assembly was drawn to a hexagonal wire of 1.8 mm face-to-face distance. 

The Cu-19Nb wire was heat treated at 1173 K for an hour before grinding and etching. 

Obviously after certain amount of drawing and high temperature heat treatment, the 

original boundaries between the precursor wires disappeared and were replaced by big Cu 

grains. This indicates a complete metallurgical bonding.  
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Figure 5.15 Light micrograph shows grains between Nb filaments in an etched Cu-19Nb 

wire. Original boundaries between Cu-1Nb precursor wires disappeared after deformation 

and heat treatment. The right top is full-view of cross section of Cu-19Nb hexagonal 

cable. 

 

 

5.6 New Fabrication Process 

 

The main considerations regarding fabrication process focus on the following issues: 

first of all, the fabrication process should be simple, short cycle, so that we could make 

samples fast in order to optimize process. Second, the process equipments should be 

available in our laboratory, i.e. drawing bench and swagger. If the process condition is 

not under our control, the fabrication parameters may be difficult to reproduce in a short 

time. Finally, the process should be able to deal with different samples, especially high 

strength samples. Based on these considerations, we found Cable-in-tube (CIT) process, 

introduced in 2.4.1, meets our needs. Cable-in-tube process, however, suffers from a big 

problem, namely the finishing wires enclose lot of voids, which degrade both mechanical 

and superconducting performance. The authors of [5] alleviate this problem by applying 

hot isotropic pressure (HIP) on the finishing wires. However, HIP makes this process 

complicated and expensive. Therefore we modified CIT process slightly for our high 
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strength wires.  

The voids in wire were produced because Cu-Sn and Cu-Nb precursors were not 

packed compactly, and subsequent drawing is not capable to remove those voids. To get 

rid of those voids, we stacked the precursor wires tightly by using hexagonal Cu-Sn and 

Cu-Nb precursor wires to replace the round one. This change brings us another benefit, 

namely deformation becomes more uniform than in CIT process. This is important to 

produce good shaped Nb filaments. We name this process modified CIT (MCIT).  

The detail process steps of MCIT were depicted in Figure 5.16. The reinforcement 

material, DSC, was co-drawn with Nb rod to form DSC-1Nb hexagonal cable. 61 such 

hexagonal cables were stacked in a DSC tube, and drawn to DSC-61Nb hexagonal cable. 

Meanwhile, Sn rod was co-deformed with Cu tube to form Cu-1Sn hexagonal cable. 48 

of DSC-61Nb wires and 19 of Cu-1Sn cables were wrapped by Nb foil and put into a Cu 

tube. The assembly was then drawn to finishing size, which was submitted to final 

reaction heat treatment.  

MCIT is versatile. It is capable to fabricate wire of different designs. Figure 5.17 

shows the cross section of three designs, which is implemented by this process. Figure 

5.17 (a) shows DSC strengthened wire; in (b) the wire was design to have dispersed Sn 

cores to shorten Sn diffusion distance and reduce heat treatment time; the design in (c) 

imitates restacked rod process (RRP) wire. RRP is a successful process developed by 

OST. It holds highest Jc record so far. The samples in (a)~(c) indicate that the modified 

CIT process is capable to deal with varied design. Since the fabrication cycle of this 

process is short and it doesn’t require deformation plants more than drawing bench and 

swagger, it is very suitable for developing new superconducting wires or other high 

strength composites.  
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Figure 5.16 Main procedures of fabrication process. 

 

 

                        (a)                                      (b)                                              (c) 

Figure 5.17 The cross section of three different designs made by modified CIT. (a) DSC 

strengthened Nb3Sn wire with diameter of 0.555 mm. Stabilizer is Cu, but matrix is DSC. 

The black spots in the center are the void left by Sn, which was removed by polish 

solution; (b) is Cu-Nb3Sn wire before heat treatment with 912 Nb filaments and 13 Sn 

cores. Dispersed Sn cores shorten Sn diffusion distance, so that reduce heat treatment 

time and lower costs; (c) is Nb strengthened Nb3Sn wire. This design imitates restack rod 

process (RRP), which was developed by OST. RRP wires hold highest Jc records so far. 
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5.7 Al2O3 particle (DSC) Strengthened Nb3Sn Wire and Comparison Wire 

 

5.7.1 Microstructure and wire data 

DSC strengthened Nb3Sn wire was fabricated using modified CIT process. To stress 

the strengthening effect, Cu stabilizer content was designed to be 30 vol%. DSC occupied 

the position close to Nb3Sn filaments. The center area is CuSn alloy, where no Al2O3 

particles present. The wire subjected to reaction heat treatment at about 660 °C for 100 h. 

For comparison, a regular Cu-Nb3Sn wire was made by the exactly same procedures 

except using Cu instead of DSC to co-deform with Nb. 

A cross-sectional view of one of the fabricated wires is shown in Figure 5.18. The 

detail data regarding the size and compositions were listed in Table 5.5.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.18 Cross section of newly developed DSC strengthened Nb3Sn wire. Diameter 

is 0.555 mm.  
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 Table 5.5 Specifications of DSC-Nb3Sn wire 

Wire diameter  0.555 mm 

Filament diameter  5 μm 

Number of filaments  2562 

Filament composition  Nb 

Cu/non Cu ratio  0.3/0.7 

DSC/non Cu  0.34/1 

Barrier material  Nb 

Heat treatment  660 °C 100 h 

 

5.7.2 Critical current and strain relation 

5.7.2.1 Ic~strain relation of DSC strengthened wire 

Critical current was measured with nominal uniaxial tensile load, at 4 K and applied 

magnetic field of 16 and 18 T. The results are depicted in Figure 5.19. The triangles 

represent measured data at 18 T, while diamonds are at 16 T. The lines in the figure are 

predicted using summers equation. At 16 T, the wire started to quench when Ic value is 

close to 40 A and therefore data in the center high Ic area are not available. Nevertheless 

the existing data are enough for us to fit the curves. The fitting parameters are as 

following: a=2300 for ε<εm, and 3600 for ε>εm, BBc2m=26 T, Tc0m=17 K, εm =0.29%. 

C0=13700 and 9500 AT /mm  for 16 and 18 T.  
1/2 2

Compared with most of published Ic~ε data, our Ic~ε curves show more prominent 

asymmetry. This is probably related to the use of backing plate in our measurements. 

Because backing plate changes prestrain in sample wire, the εm value is not comparable 

with the one without backing plate. The backing plate makes Ic~ε curves translating 

horizontally a small amount. Nevertheless, the maximum Ic should be comparable with 

the ones without backing plate.  The maximum Ic is 14.7 A at 18T and about 46 A at 16 

T, which correspond to non-Cu Jc of 86 A/mm
2
 and 270 A/ mm

2
, respectively.  
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Figure 5.19 Ic~strain relation of DSC reinforced Nb3Sn wire. The triangles represent 

measured data at 16 T, while diamonds are at 18 T. The lines in the figure are data 

predicted using summers equation [18]. 

 

5.7.2.2 Comparison of strengthened wire and regular wire 

The comparison of Ic~strain curves between DSC reinforced Nb3Sn wire and regular 

one are shown in Figure 5.20. The solid lines in the figure are the fitting curves based on 

Summers’s formula [18]. The εm (the strain, where maximum Ic is reached) of Cu-Nb3Sn 

is lower than DSC-Nb3Sn.  This is qualitatively consistent with the results published in 

the literature [22].  However, the εm discrepancy between strengthened and regular Cu-

Nb3Sn wire is much larger in [22]. This is due to the fact that the conductors were 

soldered on stainless steel backing plate, and the prestrain after cooling was mainly 

influenced by the backing plate. The maximum Non-Copper Jc at 18 T and 4 K is 87 

A/mm
2
 and 67 A/mm

2
 for DSC-Nb3Sn and Cu-Nb3Sn respectively. Therefore, additions 

of Al2O3 nanoparticles enhance the critical current by 28%.  The fact that strengthened 

wire shows higher Ic than regular wire is being investigated. One possible reason is that 

Al2O3 nanoparticles enhance the pining force to the flux lines.  This can either by itself or 

refinement of the grain size of Nb3Sn via. reducing the grain growth rate of Nb3Sn during 

the reaction heat treatment. 
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In Figure 5.21, normalized Ic~strain relations of strengthened and regular wires were 

demonstrated. This figure indicates that the sensitivity of Ic on strain is roughly the same 

for strengthened and regular wires.  
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Figure 5.20 Ic vs. Strain relations of strengthened and regular wires. 
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Figure 5.21 Normalized Ic~strain relations of strengthened and regular wires. 
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5.7.3 Tensile test 

Stress-strain curves of DSC-Nb3Sn and Cu-Nb3Sn wires are compared in Figure 

5.22. The strengthened wire shows higher strength than the regular one. The 0.2% yield 

stresses of DSC-Nb3Sn and Cu- Nb3Sn wires are ~220 MPa and 200 MPa respectively.  

This corresponds to a 10 % increase of strength.  

Gen Nishijima compared Ta-reinforced wire with CuNb-Nb3Sn and Cu-Nb3Sn wire 

[40]. The stress corresponding to 0.5% strain were 284, 220 and 190 MPa for Ta/Nb3Sn, 

CuNb/Nb3Sn, and Cu/Nb3Sn, respectively. The corresponding value of our sample is 250 

MPa, which is higher than CuNb/Nb3Sn, and Cu/Nb3Sn, but lower than Ta/Nb3Sn. 

However, Ta additions reduce the Ic due to the space occupied by Ta.  Only addition of 

certain amount of Ta can increase the strength to the level reported in the literature.  Our 

work indicates 1.1 vol% addition of nanoparticles increase strength by 10% and Ic by 28 

%.  Therefore, the synthetic strengthening effects of our approach are attractive.    
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Figure 5.22 Stress-strain curves at 4 K for DSC-Nb3Sn and Cu-Nb3Sn wires. 

 

5.7.4 Prestrain 

The special feature of our design is that DSC is directly adjacent to Nb3Sn filaments. 

Since DSC has high thermal contraction rate and high yield strength, it acts large 

compressive stress on Nb3Sn filament during cooling. In other words, Nb3Sn sustain 
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more compressive prestrain in our design. This leads to following deductions. First, 

Awaji et al. [ 61 ] reported that repeated prebending strain enhances Tc, BBc2 and Ic 

dramatically due to the release of prestrain. From this point, the critical properties of 

DSC-Nb3Sn wire should have lot of room to be improved. In fact, during our Ic-strain 

test, when we unload the sample from tensile strain, it shows higher Ic than when it was 

loaded. The maximum Ic during the unloading is 7% higher than that during the loading. 

Second, for high Nb content sample, there is a need to increase prestrain, so-called 

opening design windows [ ]. Our method provides a way that prestrain can be adjusted 

without impairing other properties 

22

 

 

5.8 Conclusions 

 

• After high temperature and long time heat treatment, the grain size of Cu and CuSn 

depends on the available space 

• MCIT process has characteristics of simplicity and short fabrication cycle, it is 

suitable to deal with different design; 

• DSC’s work hardening rate is smaller than Nb.; 

• Heat treatment has no significant influence on DSC’s hardness, but Nb’s hardness 

decrease fast with decreasing temperature; 

• Nb can be co-deformed soundly with DSC to large strain, but high temperature heat 

treatment is detrimental to the co-deformability. 

• Co-deformability of DSC+Nb is much better than DSC+Sn; 

• Newly developed DSC strengthened Nb3Sn wire shows improvements on both 

mechanical and superconducting properties. The prestrain in DSC strengthened 

wire becomes adjustable; 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

Nb3Sn is widely used to build high field magnets. Typical Nb3Sn conductor is in the 

form of composite (composed of Nb3Sn, CuSn, Cu stabilizer and diffusion barrier), strain 

sensitive and is operated at ≤4 K. The huge electromagnetic force generated during 

service due to high current density and high magnetic field degrades the Nb3Sn’s 

conductor and results in drop in performances.  Based on the premise that strengthening 

the Nb3Sn wire will reduce the degradation, this work focuses on a new method to 

develop high strength Nb3Sn type superconductors. Here, modified Cable-in-Tube 

process provided an innovative approach to make nanoparticle strengthened Nb3Sn wires. 

It was realized that during cooling, the thermal contraction differences among the 

components in the composite generated thermal prestrain in Nb3Sn. The thermal stresses 

did not only result in the critical current variation but also introduced strengthening 

mechanism uncertainty.  Therefore, both 1D and 3D models were developed to predict 

the performance of Nb3Sn wire under both thermal stresses and external stresses.  This 

provided guidance to fabrication process and strengthening approach selections. The 

performance of the newly developed wire was compared with that of regular wire. Based 

on these investigations, some concluding remarks were made. 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

6.1.1 The 1D model, taking temperature dependant thermal contraction rate, Young’s 

modulus and yield strength of different components into account, predicts the prestrains 

and stress-strain curves of Nb3Sn wire within reasonable errors.  
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6.1.2. The 1D model reveals that the thermal stresses reduces the strengthening effects of 

certain component in composite materials, particularly when the strengthened component 

plastically deformed.  

6.1.3. The 1D model provides an explanation to the low strength of Nb3Sn wire;  

6.1.4. The 1D model is a very effective approach to provide a guideline for selection of 

strengthening approaches for Nb3Sn type conductors. 1D model indicates that 

nanoparticle strengthening of CuSn and Nb3Sn is the only approach to strengthening the 

composites without reducing the non-Cu critical current densities. 

6.1.5.  3D model predicts that the Nb3Sn filaments with a round shape suffers much less 

deviatoric strain than that with ellipse shape after the composite is cooled or under 

uniaxial tensile stress. Therefore, making Nb3Sn wire with perfect round shape filaments 

becomes one of the principles for the fabrication.  

6.1.6. Analyses of the relation between transversely compressive stress and filament 

shape in 3D model indicate that the deviatoric strain is dependent on loading direction. If 

load is applied perpendicular to long radius of ellipse filament, deviatoric strain decreases 

with applied compressive stress. On the contrary, if load is applied perpendicular to short 

radius, deviatoric strain in Nb3Sn filament will increase monotonically. This result 

implies that if the Nb3Sn filaments are in ellipse shape due to fabrication limitations, one 

should use the composite in a certain direction in order to maximize the performance of 

Nb3Sn composites.  

6.1.7. Modified Cable-in-Tube (MCIT) process is capable of making strengthened Nb3Sn 

wire of different designs. The MCIT process simplifies and shortens the fabrication 

procedure, and requires only swaging and drawing.  

6.1.8. The MCIT process is used to co-deform particle strengthened Cu (DSC)/Nb to 

large deformation strains without intermediate heat treatment.  High temperature heat 

treatment is detrimental to the formability of DSC/Nb composites. It results in distortion 

of Nb filaments during subsequent deformation. 

6.1.9. DSC and Sn can be co-deformed only if volume fraction of Sn is low. High Sn 

volume fraction in DSC and Sn composites renders cracks or breakages in the products. 

6.1.10. Bonding examination indicates that after certain deformation strain and heat 
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treatment, a good bonding between Cu and Cu can be reached. This is important for 

subsequent deformation.  

6.1.11. Current experiment results indicate that addition of the nanoparticles to the 

composite improves the critical current, Ic (εm, B = 18 T, T = 4 K) by ~ 28 % at the strain 

of 0.29% and strength by ~ 10 % when one compares the strengthened and conventional 

Nb3Sn composite conductors.  Calculation indicates that the prestrain, εm, can be 

engineered by adjustment of amount of nanoparticles, volume fraction of strengthened 

DSC, and Sn content in Cu-Sn matrix.  

 

6.2 Future Work 

 

In future work, more experiments need to be done to reproduce the current results in 

6.1.12 with different nanoparticle volume fractions and Sn content in order to optimized 

both the strength and critical current. Future researchers also need to investigate the exact 

reasons for improvement of Ic by addition of nanoparticles. This work would reveal what 

happened during reaction heat treatment and how those nanoparticles influence 

superconducting properties.  

Optimization of the fabrication process is required to improve the mechanical and 

superconducting properties.  

More simulation work is needed in 3D stress-strain state analysis. The results from 

this analysis will influence the following areas: (1) design and manufacture of Nb3Sn 

wire; (2) understanding and explanation of Ic~strain measurement; (3) discover the 

physics meaning of Jc~BBc2, Tc, ε relation. In fact, based on the results of our 3D analysis, 

a new concept of Stress-Wise design (SWD) was proposed. The basic idea of SWD is to 

design Nb3Sn wire with optimized stress-strain state inside. This is very important for 

high field application of Nb3Sn wire. SWD should become an important part of future 

work. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

MATERIALS PROPERTIES FOR 1D MODEL OF 

NB3SN  

 

A.1 Thermal expansion data 

Thermal expansion data were obtained from Reference [57]. The data for both Cu 

and Nb were curve-fit in the following form 
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and n=1, R=8.31434, T is the absolute temperature and a, Q0, k and θ are constants 

as shown in Table 4.1. 

The thermal expansion data for CuSn and Nb3Sn were obtained from Reference [24], 

the data then regressed with the form of polynomial. For CuSn: 

017047.0104596.2108454.3106526.3103354.1/ 628311414 −×+×+×−×=Δ −−−− TTTTLL

(A.3) 

 

Table A.1 Fitting parameters for thermal expansion of Cu and Nb 

 a Q0 k θ 

Cu 1.003 5.266×105 3.813 264.4 

Nb 1.001 9.782×105 1.562 435.8 
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Figure A.1 Thermal contraction of different components in the Nb3Sn wire with respect 

to temperature 
 

For Nb3Sn:  

0076048.0105733.2100324.1105363.51031.4/ 628312416 −×+×+×−×=Δ −−−− TTTTLL

(A.4) 

Where  is the change in length relative to the length at 973 K. The thermal 

expansion of each component with respect to the temperature is shown in Figure A.1 

LΔ

There is no data for DSC, so the thermal expansion of DSC is supposed to be the 

same as that of Cu. 

A.2 Mechanical properties 

To simplify the analysis, work hardening rate was assumed to be zero.  

The Young’s modulus of Cu and Nb at temperature range 0-300 K was deduced 

from Reference [57], which presented the bulk modulus and shear modulus of both Cu 

and Nb.  

For Cu, the bulk modulus and shear modulus are expressed by following formula: 
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where T is the absolute temperature, α is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion 

at the temperature T,   is the thermal linear expansion(TLE) given by (A.4). A, B 

and C are constants as shown in Table A.2  The isotropic bulk and shear moduli of Nb is 

expressed by polynomials in T/1000. The coefficients are shown in Table A.3 

LL /Δ

 

Table A.2 Fitting parameters for elastic properties of Cu 

Fitting parameter Bulk modulus Shear modulus 

A 137.9 48.31 

B 0.2921 -0.05125 

C 2.921 7.87 

 

Table A.3 Coefficients of the 5
th

 order polynomial curve-fit to the elastic properties of 

Nb 

Order 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Bulk  173.2 0 653.1 -9318 38770 -494.2 

Shear 40.53 0 -322.9 2919 -9949 11390 

 

The Young’s modulus of Cu and Nb beyond 300 K is obtained from [24], but shifted 

a little to match the data below 300 K.  

For Cu: 

GPaTTE 3824 1081027.11.154 −− ×+×−=  

For Nb: 

GPaTE ))293(1015.01(105 3 −×−×= −  

The Young’s modulus of CuSn is also obtained from [24]: 

GPaTSnTTE )1000/)1000((21081027.1137 3824 −××+×+×−= −−  
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The Young’s modulus of Nb3Sn at the range of 4-300 K is obtained from [62] and 

[63]. The behavior of Nb3Sn at this temperature range is unusual. The modulus drops 

dramatically at around 100 K. The Young’s modulus of each component in Nb3Sn 

composite is presented in Figure A.2. 

 

 

Figure A.2 Young’s Modulus of different components in Nb3Sn wire with respect to 

temperature 

 

The yield strength of Cu is obtained from Ref[24], 

MPaTTy

2410805.0154.08.86 −×+−=σ  

The yield strength of CuSn is obtained from NIST. The original formula includes the 

influence of P content and cold work. Here the terms of P content and cold work are 

removed by setting them equal to zero. Besides, the grain size is set to be 50μm 

MPaTSnSnSnSny

3/15.05.05.02 ][01.13)50(9.277][14.84][581.1][61.28972.5 −×++−+−=σ
 

The yield strength of Nb can be expressed as:  

511483524 10236.110849.210963.1109552.9359.39820 TTTTTy

−−−− ×+×−×+×−−=σ
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The yield strength of each component in Nb3Sn composite is shown in Figure A.3. In 

Figure A.4, the yield strength of CuSn with respect to temperature and Sn content is 

demonstrated. 

Young’s modulus of DSC is assumed to be the same as Cu. The yield strength of 

DSC is unknown except for that at RT and 4 K, which are 500 MPa and 700 MPa 

respectively.  Therefore, the yield strength of DSC is set to change linearly between RT 

and 4 K, but remain constant beyond RT. 

 

Figure A.3 Yield strength of different components in the Nb3Sn wire with respect to 

temperature 
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Figure A.4 The yield strength of CuSn with respect to Sn content and Temperature. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

CALCULATION PROGRAM OF 1D MODEL  

 

 

function [ela_Cu_end,ela_CuSn_end,ela_Nb3Sn_end,ela_Nb_end,ela_Al60_end] = 

new_calc_5_23_06(bb, T0, T_end, V_Cu, V_CuSn, V_Nb3Sn, V_Nb, V_Al60, Wt_Sn) 

 

m=973-T0+1; 

for q=1:970 

    aa(q,2)=bb(q,2); 

    aa(q,3)=bb(q,3); 

    aa(q,4)=bb(q,4); 

    aa(q,5)=bb(q,5)-bb(m,5); 

    aa(q,6)=bb(q,6)-bb(m,6); 

    aa(q,7)=bb(q,7)-bb(m,7); 

    aa(q,13)=bb(q,13)-bb(m,13); 

    aa(q,8)=bb(q,8); 

    aa(q,9)=bb(q,9); 

    aa(q,10)=bb(q,10); 

    aa(q,12)=bb(q,12); 

    aa(q,14)=bb(q,14); 

    aa(q,15)=bb(q,15); 

    aa(q,11)=bb(q,11); 

    aa(q,16)=bb(q,16); 

    aa(q,17)=bb(q,17); 

    aa(q,18)=bb(q,18); 

    aa(q,19)=bb(q,19); 
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    aa(q,20)=bb(q,20); 

    aa(q,21)=bb(q,21); 

    aa(q,22)=bb(q,22); 

    aa(q,23)=bb(q,23); 

    aa(q,24)=bb(q,24); 

    aa(q,25)=bb(q,25); 

    aa(q,26)=bb(q,26); 

    aa(q,27)=bb(q,27); 

    aa(q,28)=bb(q,28)-bb(m,28); 

    aa(q,29)=bb(q,29); 

end 

 

yield=round(Wt_Sn); 

if yield<=1 

    yy=9; 

else 

    yy=yield+14; 

end 

fprintf(1,'yy''%2.6f\n',yy); 

 

ddd=T0-T_end; 

fprintf(1,'T0''%2.6f\n',T0); 

fprintf(1,'T_end''%2.6f\n',T_end); 

pla_Cu_zong=0; 

pla_CuSn_zong=0; 

pla_Nb_zong=0; 

pla_Al60_zong=0; 

 

m=0; 

n=0; 

a_Cu=0; 
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a_CuSn=0; 

a_Nb3Sn=0; 

a_Nb=0; 

a_Al60=0; 

ela_Cu=0; 

ela_CuSn=0; 

ela_Nb3Sn=0; 

ela_Nb=0; 

ela_Al60=0; 

pla_Cu_accum=0; 

pla_CuSn_accum=0; 

pla_Nb3Sn_accum=0; 

pla_Nb_accum=0; 

pla_Al60_accum=0; 

 

fprintf(1,'ddd''%2.6f\n',ddd); 

for i=1:ddd 

    n(i)=T0-i; 

    m=973-T0+i; 

    a_Cu(i)=aa(m,5); 

    a_CuSn(i)=aa(m,6); 

    a_Nb3Sn(i)=aa(m,7); 

    a_Nb(i)=aa(m,13); 

    a_Al60(i)=aa(m,28); 

    

a(i)=((aa(m,5)+pla_Cu_zong)*aa(m,2)*V_Cu+(aa(m,6)+pla_CuSn_zong)*aa(m,3)*V_C

uSn+aa(m,7)*aa(m,4)*V_Nb3Sn+(aa(m,13)+pla_Nb_zong)*aa(m,12)*V_Nb+(aa(m,28)

+pla_Al60_zong)*aa(m,27)*V_Al60)/(aa(m,2)*V_Cu+aa(m,3)*V_CuSn+aa(m,4)*V_Nb

3Sn+aa(m,12)*V_Nb+aa(m,27)*V_Al60); 

    e_Cu(i)=a(i)-aa(m,5); 

    e_CuSn(i)=a(i)-aa(m,6); 
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    e_Nb3Sn(i)=a(i)-aa(m,7); 

    e_Nb(i)=a(i)-aa(m,13); 

    e_Al60(i)=a(i)-aa(m,28); 

    ela_Nb3Sn(i)=e_Nb3Sn(i); 

         

    ela_Cu_max=aa(m,8)/aa(m,2); 

    ela_CuSn_max=aa(m,yy)/aa(m,3); 

    ela_Nb_max=aa(m,14)/aa(m,12); 

    ela_Al60_max=aa(m,29)/aa(m,27); 

     

    if e_Cu(i)-pla_Cu_zong<=ela_Cu_max 

        pla_Cu(i)=0; 

        pla_Cu_zong=pla_Cu_zong+pla_Cu(i); 

        ela_Cu(i)=e_Cu(i)-pla_Cu_zong; 

        pla_Cu_accum(i)=pla_Cu_zong; 

    else 

        ela_Cu(i)=ela_Cu_max; 

        pla_Cu(i)=e_Cu(i)-pla_Cu_zong-ela_Cu_max; 

        pla_Cu_zong=e_Cu(i)-ela_Cu_max; 

        pla_Cu_accum(i)=pla_Cu_zong; 

    end 

     

    if e_CuSn(i)-pla_CuSn_zong<=ela_CuSn_max; 

        pla_CuSn(i)=0; 

        pla_CuSn_zong=pla_CuSn_zong+pla_CuSn(i); 

        ela_CuSn(i)=e_CuSn(i)-pla_CuSn_zong; 

        pla_CuSn_accum(i)=pla_CuSn_zong; 

    else 

        ela_CuSn(i)=ela_CuSn_max; 

        pla_CuSn(i)=e_CuSn(i)-ela_CuSn_max-pla_CuSn_zong; 

        pla_CuSn_zong=e_CuSn(i)-ela_CuSn_max; 
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        pla_CuSn_accum(i)=pla_CuSn_zong; 

    end 

         

    if e_Nb(i)-pla_Nb_zong>=-ela_Nb_max 

        pla_Nb(i)=0; 

        pla_Nb_zong=pla_Nb_zong+pla_Nb(i); 

        ela_Nb(i)=e_Nb(i)-pla_Nb_zong; 

        pla_Nb_accum(i)=pla_Nb_zong; 

         

    else 

        ela_Nb(i)=-ela_Nb_max; 

        pla_Nb(i)=e_Nb(i)+ela_Nb_max-pla_Nb_zong;         

        pla_Nb_zong=e_Nb(i)+ela_Nb_max; 

        pla_Nb_accum(i)=pla_Nb_zong; 

    end 

     

    if e_Al60(i)-pla_Al60_zong<=ela_Al60_max 

        pla_Al60(i)=0; 

        pla_Al60_zong=pla_Al60_zong+pla_Al60(i); 

        ela_Al60(i)=e_Al60(i)-pla_Al60_zong; 

        pla_Al60_accum(i)=pla_Al60_zong; 

    else 

        ela_Al60(i)=ela_Al60_max; 

        pla_Al60(i)=e_Al60(i)-pla_Al60_zong-ela_Al60_max; 

        pla_Al60_zong=e_Al60(i)-ela_Al60_max; 

        pla_Al60_accum(i)=pla_Al60_zong; 

    end 

     

end 

 

ela_Cu_end=ela_Cu(i); 
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ela_CuSn_end=ela_CuSn(i); 

ela_Nb3Sn_end=e_Nb3Sn(i); 

ela_Nb_end=ela_Nb(i); 

ela_Al60_end=ela_Al60(i); 

 

if V_Cu==0 

    ela_Cu_end=0; 

    pla_Cu_zong=0; 

end 

 

if V_CuSn==0 

    ela_CuSn_end=0; 

    pla_CuSn_zong=0; 

end 

 

if V_Nb3Sn==0 

    ela_Nb3Sn_end=0; 

end 

 

if V_Nb==0 

    ela_Nb_end=0; 

    pla_Nb_zong=0; 

end 

 

if V_Al60==0 

    ela_Al60_end=0; 

    pla_Al60_zong=0; 

end 

 

a1=a'; 

a_Cu1=a_Cu'; 
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a_CuSn1=a_CuSn'; 

a_Nb3Sn1=a_Nb3Sn'; 

a_Nb1=a_Nb'; 

a_Al601=a_Al60'; 

 

 

if V_Cu==0 

    t1=0; 

else 

    t1=1; 

end 

 

if V_CuSn==0 

    t2=0; 

else 

    t2=1; 

end 

 

if V_Nb3Sn==0 

    t3=0; 

else 

    t3=1; 

end 

 

if V_Nb==0 

    t4=0; 

else 

    t4=1; 

end 

 

if V_Al60==0 
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    t5=0; 

else 

    t5=1; 

end 

 

y=[a1,a_Cu1.*t1,a_CuSn1.*t2,a_Nb3Sn1.*t3,a_Nb1.*t4,a_Al601.*t5]; 

 

 

 

ela_Cu1=ela_Cu'; 

ela_CuSn1=ela_CuSn'; 

ela_Nb3Sn1=ela_Nb3Sn'; 

ela_Nb1=ela_Nb'; 

ela_Al601=ela_Al60'; 

 

y1=[ela_Cu1.*t1,ela_CuSn1.*t2,ela_Nb3Sn1.*t3,ela_Nb1.*t4,ela_Al601.*t5]; 

 

pla_Cu1=pla_Cu_accum'; 

pla_CuSn1=pla_CuSn_accum'; 

pla_Nb1=pla_Nb_accum'; 

pla_Al601=pla_Al60_accum'; 

 

y2=[pla_Cu1.*t1,pla_CuSn1.*t2,pla_Nb1.*t4,pla_Al601.*t5]; 
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APPENDIX C 

 

CALCULATION PROGRAM OF 3D MODEL  

 

 

disp('3D model for calculating internal stress-strain in Nb3Sn type superconductor.'); 

disp('parameters at 4K are here:'); 

disp('Elastic modulus of CuSn, E_CuSn=140GPa'); 

disp('Elastic modulus of Nb3Sn, E_Nb3Sn=50GPa'); 

disp('Shear modulus of CuSn, G_CuSn=52GPa'); 

disp('Shear modulus of Nb3Sn, G_Nb3Sn=17GPa'); 

disp('Poisson ratio of CuSn, P_CuSn=0.35'); 

disp('Poisson ratio of Nb3Sn, P_Nb3Sn=0.47'); 

disp('   '); 

 

disp('a is long radius of Nb3Sn filaments'); 

a = input('Enter the value for a:  '); 

disp('b is short radius of Nb3Sn filaments'); 

b = input('Enter the value for b:  '); 

 

disp('f is volume fraction of Nb3Sn filaments in composite'); 

f = input('Enter the value for f:  '); 

disp(''); 

disp('Thermal strain is thermal contraction difference between filaments and matrix'); 

disp('It is a 6X1 vector, like [0.0017;0.0017;0.0017;0;0;0]'); 

disp(''); 

e_therm = input('Enter the value for thermal strain'); 

Stress_max = input('Enter the value for maximum applied stress, like [0;0;0.2;0;0;0]'); 
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step = input('Enter step number that you want the stress increasing from zero to 

maximum'); 

 

E_CuSn=140; 

E_Nb3Sn=50; 

G_CuSn=52; 

G_Nb3Sn=17; 

P_CuSn=0.35; 

P_Nb3Sn=0.47; 

 

S_CuSn=[1/E_CuSn -P_CuSn/E_CuSn -P_CuSn/E_CuSn 0 0 0; 

    -P_CuSn/E_CuSn 1/E_CuSn -P_CuSn/E_CuSn 0 0 0; 

    -P_CuSn/E_CuSn -P_CuSn/E_CuSn 1/E_CuSn 0 0 0; 

    0 0 0 1/G_CuSn 0 0; 

    0 0 0 0 1/G_CuSn 0; 

    0 0 0 0 0 1/G_CuSn]; 

S_Nb3Sn=[1/E_Nb3Sn -P_Nb3Sn/E_Nb3Sn -P_Nb3Sn/E_Nb3Sn 0 0 0; 

    -P_Nb3Sn/E_Nb3Sn 1/E_Nb3Sn -P_Nb3Sn/E_Nb3Sn 0 0 0; 

    -P_Nb3Sn/E_Nb3Sn -P_Nb3Sn/E_Nb3Sn 1/E_Nb3Sn 0 0 0; 

    0 0 0 1/G_Nb3Sn 0 0; 

    0 0 0 0 1/G_Nb3Sn 0; 

    0 0 0 0 0 1/G_Nb3Sn]; 

C_CuSn=inv(S_CuSn); 

C_Nb3Sn=inv(S_Nb3Sn); 

 

p=0.35; 

S_1111=1/2/(1-p)*((b^2+2*a*b)/(a+b)^2+(1-2*p)*b/(a+b)); 

S_2222=1/2/(1-p)*((a^2+2*a*b)/(a+b)^2+(1-2*p)*a/(a+b)); 

S_3333=0; 

S_1122=1/2/(1-p)*((b^2)/(a+b)^2-(1-2*p)*b/(a+b)); 

S_2233=1/2/(1-p)*(2*p*a)/(a+b); 
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S_2211=1/2/(1-p)*(a^2/(a+b)^2-(1-2*p)*a/(a+b)); 

S_3311=0; 

S_3322=0; 

S_1212=1/2/(1-p)*((b^2+a^2)/2/(a+b)^2+(1-2*p)/2); 

S_1133=1/2/(1-p)*(2*p*b)/(a+b); 

S_2323=a/2/(a+b); 

S_3131=b/2/(a+b); 

 

S=[S_1111 S_1122 S_1133 0 0 0; 

    S_2211 S_2222 S_2233 0 0 0; 

    0 0 S_3333 0 0 0; 

    0 0 0 2*S_2323 0 0; 

    0 0 0 0 2*S_3131 0; 

    0 0 0 0 0 2*S_1212]; 

I=eye(6); 

 

 

step=step+1; 

for i=1:step 

    if i==1 

        e_2star=inv(-f*C_Nb3Sn*(S-I)+C_Nb3Sn*S-(1-f)*C_CuSn*(S-

I))*C_Nb3Sn*e_therm; 

        S_disturb=(1-f)*C_CuSn*(S-I)*e_2star; 

        fprintf(1,'S_disturb''%2.6f\n',S_disturb); 

        e_Nb3Sn=S_Nb3Sn*S_disturb; 

        z_stress_0(i)=0; 

        y_stress_0(i)=0;        

        for j=1:6 

            Strain_Nb3Sn(i,j)=e_Nb3Sn(j); 

        end 
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    else 

        increment=Stress_max/(step-1); 

        Stress_0=increment*(i-1); 

        z_stress_0(i)=Stress_0(3); 

        y_stress_0(i)=Stress_0(2); 

        x_stress_0(i)=Stress_0(1); 

        Strain_0=S_CuSn*Stress_0; 

        e_2star=inv(-f*C_Nb3Sn*(S-I)+C_Nb3Sn*S-(1-f)*C_CuSn*(S-I))*((C_CuSn-

C_Nb3Sn)*Strain_0+C_Nb3Sn*e_therm); 

        S_disturb=(1-f)*C_CuSn*(S-I)*e_2star; 

        e_Nb3Sn=S_Nb3Sn*(Stress_0+S_disturb); 

        for j=1:6 

            Strain_Nb3Sn(i,j)=e_Nb3Sn(j); 

        end 

    end 

end 

for k=1:step 

    x_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=Strain_Nb3Sn(k,1); 

    y_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=Strain_Nb3Sn(k,2); 

    z_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=Strain_Nb3Sn(k,3); 

    wire_strain(k)=z_strain_Nb3Sn(k)-Strain_Nb3Sn(1,3); 

    xy_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=Strain_Nb3Sn(k,4); 

    yz_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=Strain_Nb3Sn(k,5); 

    xz_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=Strain_Nb3Sn(k,6); 

    

equi_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=(2/3*(Strain_Nb3Sn(k,1)^2+Strain_Nb3Sn(k,2)^2+Strain_Nb3Sn

(k,3)^2))^0.5; 

    dev_strain_Nb3Sn(k)=(2/3*((Strain_Nb3Sn(k,1)-

Strain_Nb3Sn(k,2))^2+(Strain_Nb3Sn(k,2)-Strain_Nb3Sn(k,3))^2+(Strain_Nb3Sn(k,3)-

Strain_Nb3Sn(k,1))^2))^0.5; 

end 
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if Stress_0(3)~=0 

        

plot(wire_strain,x_strain_Nb3Sn,wire_strain,y_strain_Nb3Sn,wire_strain,z_strain_Nb3S

n,wire_strain,dev_strain_Nb3Sn); 

    grid on; 

    title('Strain in Nb3Sn vs. uniaxial stress','fontsize',14); 

    xlabel('tensile strain','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 

    ylabel('strain','fontsize',16); 

    legend('x-strain','y-strain','z-strain','deviatoric strain'); 

elseif Stress_0(2)~=0 

        

plot(y_stress_0,x_strain_Nb3Sn,y_stress_0,y_strain_Nb3Sn,y_stress_0,z_strain_Nb3Sn,y

_stress_0,dev_strain_Nb3Sn); 

    grid on; 

    title('Strain in Nb3Sn vs. transverse stress','fontsize',14); 

    xlabel('transverse stress, GPa','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 

    ylabel('strain','fontsize',16); 

    legend('x-strain','y-strain','z-strain','deviatoric strain'); 

else 

        

plot(x_stress_0,x_strain_Nb3Sn,x_stress_0,y_strain_Nb3Sn,x_stress_0,z_strain_Nb3Sn,x

_stress_0,dev_strain_Nb3Sn); 

    grid on; 

    title('Strain in Nb3Sn vs. transverse stress','fontsize',14); 

    xlabel('transverse stress, GPa','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16); 

    ylabel('strain','fontsize',16); 

    legend('x-strain','y-strain','z-strain','deviatoric strain'); 

end 
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